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Right -to-lifers
protest in D.C.
Amy Kemer
Staff Reporter-

James Aurlcchlo
The Carroll News
One week into Rev.johnj. Shea,
Sj.,'s term as president of john
Carroll University, his office still
show signs of his predecessors.
The labels on the magazines in
the waiting room are addressed to
the late Rev. Mic hael j. Lavelle,
so me are addressed to the
Universi ty's Academic Vice President Fred Travis, who acted as
president since last March. The
paintings that Shea has brought
with him from Fordham University (where he was Vice President
since 1991) still lean against the
bare walls of the inner office waiting to be hung.
As the jesuit leans back in his
cha ir - his chair behind his desk he still looks a little uncomfortable. He is still a stranger in a
strange land, but God has granted
i
·
him
i c , n
take time to get acclimated.
"It will take me a little time,"
Shea said. "But I feel welcome here,
!like it here. 1 wouldn't have applied for the job if I didn't." Shea

was one of one of 55 nominees, l2
applicants, and one of three finalists for the job that no one expected
to be open until at least the turn of
the millennium .
Two years ago, Lavelle asked
Shea to take a position on the Board
of Trustees f~r Carrol l. They were
mutual frie nds of Vincent Cooke,
Sj., who had just been appointed
president at Ca nisius College m
Buffalo, NY. Shea accepted the
nomination to the Board. In the
fall of 1994, Lavelle called Shea to
inform him that the Board would
like him to begin at the first meeting in March. On Feb. 27, 1995,
Lavelle collapsed in the University weight room. By the time
Shea's first board meeting came
up, Lavelle had been termed "irreversibly comatose" by doctors.
By Aug. 3, 1995, the selection
committee, led by former Chair-

Project Gold stays strong in its sixth year

Staff Reporter

Project Gold has been an ongoing service for the Cleveland
area for the past six years, saidjason McMinn, chairperson of
Project Gold.
According to McMinn, the student-run organization was
founded to provide the community with volunteers who really
wanttomakeadifference. "Project
Gold was started because there
weren't enough community service activities for students to get
involved in," McMinn said. "Because of the jesuit Tradition,'john
Carroll needed to provide more."
Although Project Gold sponsors several service activities, the
most popular one among students
is Meals on Wheels which brings
approximately 200 to 300 volunteers a semes ter, said Ilche
Nonevski, co-chairperson of the
Meals on Wheels program
"All the students have to do is
to give up their Sunday dinners,
and Marrion provides food we can
carry !downtown] to needy
people," said Nonevski. "It is wonderful to provide a basic necessity
to those in need."
The only way the Meals on
Wheels program can be a success
is if students get involved, said
Nonevski.
"If we don't have the help from
students and the meals, we
wouldn't be able to help," said

gradua tes but also in the educational process as well. "When you
have a more diverse student body
it adds to the educational experience, when everyone is not
stamped out of the same mold, it
provides a broader perspective."
Shea w 111 equall y depe nd on

-

Members of theJCU Righ t to
Life group and other john Ca rroll
studen ts join ed th o usa nds of
people in Washmgton, D. C., this
past Monday to de m o nst ra te
agamst abort ion at the annual
Right to Life March.
The march marks the 23rd an
niversary of the landmark Su
preme Court case of Roe v. Wade
that legalized aborrionsdunng the
first trimester of pregnancy. It protects 1he woman's nght to pn vacy
as outlined in the Fo urteenth
Amendment and leaves the decision of whether or not to bear a
chtld enttrely to the woman and
her physician.
John Carroll students have
been making the seven-hour trip
to partictpate in the annual protest for about lO years now, satd
Ma rc Walrod , pres ident of the
R ir,h t t o \ i(~ r.rou rHh at'>r><m <;n red
I .

had made its choice.
Upon Shea's appointment,
some speculated that he had been
Lavelle's hand-picked successor.
According to the Carroll Alumni

JCU serves Cleveland
Katie Pusateri

]ournal,someclose
to Lavelle said he
recognized "presidential material" in
the young vice
president
of
Fordham. ButShea
downplays th ose
claims. "\ don 't
think that's neces
sanly the case," he
said, taking a sip of
coffee and leaning
forward . "I think Fr.
Mike had it in mind
that it might be a
good idea to appoint some jesuits
at the vice presidential level to the
board of trustees. So that when
and if he retired, there would be
people whom igh t be interested in
the position, some that would be
familiar with the school, so that
there would be a pool of people to

Project Gold Vice Chairperson Shannon McNulty.
Another program that Project
Gold sponsors is GED (General
Equivalency Diploma) tutoring.
"The program allows us to take
about three to five volunteers every Thursday to a Family Transitional Housing Center to tutor,"
said Alison Winters, GED cochairperson. "What we do is generally tutor women who are trying to get their equivalency degrees, but we can also tutor them
in whatever they want."
Winters, who had previously
tutored children, found the experience a lot different.
"I have always tutored young
children, but when I was asked to
co-chair GED tutoring, I found 1
was really looking forward to the
experience."
Another opportunity Project
Gold sponsors is volunteering at
the Cleveland Food Bank. Volunteersat the Food Bank sort through
food and non-perishable items to
be sent to needy families, safd
Valerie Williams, Cleveland Food
Bank co-chairperson. Usually,
Williams said, eight volunteers are
able to help at a ume.
"What we do is go to a warehouse that has received food from
northeastern Cleveland grocery
stores and sort and package
canned goods and fruit to be sent
toch urchesorshel tersfor the comsee GOLD, page 3

The Agenda
While Shea said to both the PD
and the Alumni journal his
agenda will em erge in time, he has
been cautious to speak of specifics
that he admits he is not entirely
famil iar with yet. But, he has set
some clear goals already: First,
increase endowment to support
financial aid with real cash; and
second, get Carroll's reputation
spread throughout the land- particular! y the East Coast.
"I think one way to get word
out is to get some people on the
board of trustees from the East
Coast who are interested in working for Carroll," he said. Shea sees
a benefit inexpandingenrollment
beyond the region not only for

the board of trustees to attam his
second goal· raising the endow
ment. Under Lavelle, the sc hool 's
endowment was at its htghest, but
Lavelle was from Cleveland and
used his local roots to the school's
advantage. Shea is from Bayonne,
NJ. Yet, he remains confident. "l
think some of the people on the
board will do a good job of making sure I get out and meet people
to make up for the fact that my
roots are not here in Cleveland,"
Shea said.
Facing Carroll is a problem that
most private schools are currently
encountering. As operating expenses rise, the amount allocated
in the University's budget for fisee Shea, page 3

This year, 4 J students traveled
to Washington, D.C. Eachscudem
patd $15 to cover transportalion
costs. Thestudents leftca mpusat
3 a.m . on Monday and arrived in
time for the pre-rally and noontime rally that took place at the
ellipseinf rontof the WhiteHouse,
said Walrod. Several politicians
and religious leaders spoke before
the march, which went from the
White House to the Capitol Building.
"There were many religions and
other groups represented ," said
Walrod. "lt wasn't just all Catholics."
Sophomore Kristie Kontaksaid
she attended the march because it
see MARCH, page 3

And the band played on ...

Among the other Welcome Back Week activities, the Student Union sponsored a live performance
from Crybabies with Brassholes in the Wolf-n-Pot last
-

~s
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Team sails into new season Morton illustrates history

SHEA

Casey Yandek

continued from page 1

of women in Cleveland

Staff Reporter

Aftenakingeighthplacem the
National Fall championships,
JCU's sailing team is planning its
next season while the Lake remains frozen.
According to Brian Arnold,
sophomore sailor, the season lasts
umil the water freezes and begins
again when it melts. During the
Carroll club's season htatus, the
team will attend the MidwestCollegiate Sailing Association 's
(MCSA) Midw1nter meenng in
February, said Mike Kaim, freshman sailor. At this meeting, the
different collegiate sailing organizations meet and discuss new candidates for MCSA and nominees
for the executive positions in the
association.
During Thanksgiving break,
five members of the team sailed in
30 degree weather and icy winds
to participate in the national fall
sailing championships in Chicago.
FromNovember23-26,thejCU
sailing team was one of 15 teams
to compete nationally in the
Timme Angsten Memorial Regatta to determine thechampionshipo£ the fall season. Five schools
from each division of the MCSA
earn the right to sail at the Chicago Yacht Club each November.
John Carroll was one of five teams
to qualify from a previous regatta
held in Detroit. JoiningJCU were
10 teams from the midwest, along
with teams from Oregon, California, and Rhode Island.
Formingjohn Carroll's team in
Chicago was Pat Tessman, senior,
jen Beam,senior,CommodoreKim
Schubek, senior, Arnold, and
U.S. junior Nationals in high

school and received scholarship
offers from Stanford and Hobert
William Smith before deciding to
attend CarrolL "He [Kaim) has a
lot of talent," said Arnold. "We
probably wouldn't have gone as
far as we did without him."
What makes the accomplishments of the sailing team so impressive is the fact that they have

-

Colleen Mc:Carthy
Staff Reporter
The first history of Cleveland
women in over 100 years has been
v.:ritten by MarianJ Morton,JCU
history professor.

..

The JCU sailing team's boat is a flyinigjunior, standard collegiate
sailing boat.
to deal with much more than just allows the team to store its boats
the competition of other schools, and equipment downtown free of
charge. The club is also the site of
said Arnold.
"No one here knows about us," the annualjCU Regatta.
A regatta is a race that consists
said Arnold. "We are well-known
at colleges all around the country; of six tol4 teams from around the
we've been in The Chicago Tribune, nation, said senior Kim Schubek
The Chicago Sun, and numerous The participating teams arrive at
the host school with their boats
sailing magazines."
Arnold said many who do onFridaynight. Theteamssailall
know about the team have the day Saturday as well as Sunday
wrong idea about the sport. •A lot morning.
According to Schubek, the
of people think we just sit around
in a boat, but [sailing) is really a team elected new officers at the
organizational meeting which
performance sport," he said.
Coupled with the team's vir- took place on Wednesday. The
tual anonymity on Carroll's cam- team's next regatta is the last weekpus, another problem facing the end in March at the University of
sailing team is the fact that the Notre Dame.
"We had a really great year finteam has no coach, Arnold said.
"We are a coach less team; we learn ishing in the top five of almost
every regatta," said Arnold. "And
a lot from each other."
According to Kaim, the reason if that [sailing in Chicago over
the ream has no coach is due to a Thanksgiving] isn't dedication, I
don't know what is."
lack off unds.
Christina Hynes, News Editor;
"I've got a coach who coached
me for two years and who I con- contributed to this article.
tribute a lot of my success to," he
us but it all has to do with money."
Having a coach has a huge effect on a team because a coach
promotes dedication, commitment and practice, said Kaim.
In order to purchase a boat last
year, the team took out a $2,000
loan from the university which
has limited theirfundsfor this year,
said Kaim. But, according to
Arnold, the Edgewater Yacht Club

Carolyn Sprague
Staff Reporter
A food and ethnic film festival
is part of jCU's year-long series of
events commemorating the
university's contributions to
Cleveland, said festival coordinator Martha Pereszlenyi-Pinter.
"Not only is this festival helping to celebrate Cleveland's bicen-

But more i mponantly, Morton
said, the photographs play a crucial role in Women in Cleveland
because, historically, women are
notorious for leaving very few
written or public records.
Women in Cleveland: An Illus"As the saying goes, a picture iis
trated History was wriuen to in- worth a thousand words, and the
spire others to write women's his- only way to include the trials and
tory, Morton said.
triumphs of these unnamed fe"I would like to have written males is to publish their photos,"
about[all the anonymous women!, she said.
but I haven't. I hope someone else
Morton's main source for the
will," Morton writes in the preface book was the Western Reserve
to Women in Cleveland.
Historical Ltbrary, but she also
The book, published by lndt- received contributions from
ana University Press in 1995, traces women's organizations and centhe role of local women from the sus data, she said. She spent one
city's founding in 1796 to its post- year gathering pictures and two
indus tria I present. A resident of years writing text for the book.
Cleveland Hts., Morton has spent
The most challenging part of
12 years researching local history writing the book was "making a
in preparation for the book.
story out of thousands of women's
Although the book contains the lives over hundreds of years," she
stories of prominent individuals, said.
such as Belle Sherwin, president
Morton said that women today
of the National League of Women are not as hope ful about life as
Voters, Congresswoman Frances women were centuries ago. The
Bolton, and Margaret Hamilton, author said that in the past "doors
who played the Wicked Witch of were opening up all over" for fethe West in "The Wizard of Oz," it males and "the realities of their
also features hundreds of the lives suggested that every opporanonymous faces of Cleveland tunity was in their reach.' Morton
women.
said that the bright optimism of
Along with more than 200pho- the past has been dimmed slightly
tos, the book includes seven photo by the realism of the present, howessays of anonymous women. ever, she is confident that equal
According to Morton, the essays opportunity is an achievable goal.
represent a changing trend in the
Herfuture projects include condesign of modern history books.
tinued research of local history
"Pictures sell," she said. "Many and an explanation of the history
authors now choose to gussy up of Cleveland child care institu[their books] with photos."
tions, she said.

tennial, but it is also celebrating
John Carroll's llOth anniversary,"
said Pinter. The series consists of
five sessions thatfeaturean ethnic
dinner followed by a film, and
hosted by a guest speaker.
The first session is tomorrow;
Jan. 26, in the Dj. Lombardo Student Center at 6 p.m. Food from
French and Mediterranean tradi-

Up Studying Late?

J.C.U. Students
FREE DELIVERY TO DORMS

397-3333
"Best When Shared With Friendi'

1 LARGEcscuT)
with 1 topping of your choice
ADDlTJONAL TOPPINGS EXTRA

*

valid with JCU J.D.

We're open late., Fri & Sat til 2am

tions will be served, and the film
"Green Card" will be shown. Helen
N. Sanko from the department of
Classical and Modern Languages
and Cultures will host the session.
On Feb. 9, the film "Mississippi
Masala" will follow a dinner from
India and African American traditions. Verghese Chirayath, director of the department of International Studies and Shirley
Seaton of Multicultural Affairs
will co-host the session.
Professors from the Department of Classical and Modern
Languages and Cultures will host
the remaining sessions.
F. Komia Aggor will speak at
the session on Feb. l6. The movie
"El None" will be shown and food
from Spanish-speaking countries
will be served.
Wilhelm Bartsch will host the
session on Feb. 23, which will include dinner from Sweden, and
Lenten traditions. The film will
be "The New Land."
Cristina Bruch will host the final session on March 15. The dinner will feature food from Eastern
Europe and will be followed by
the movie "My Antonia."
"We chose those films which
were easily available and which
featured immigrants coming to
America," said Pinter.
The dinners begin at 6 p.m.and
cost $19.95 per person. Tickets and
reservations are required. The film
and lectures,however, ardreeand
open to the public.
"We are hoping for a big turnout and we welcome all students,
faculty, staff, and the general public," said Pinter.
Anyone interested in dinner
reservation forms should contact
the Department of Classical and
Modern Languages and Cultures
at 397-4723or 397-4371.

NEWS
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nancial aid decreases. The only
feasible way of combating this
trend is to depend on a strong endowment fund. Raising tuition is
not a feasible solution since it directly affects the final amount of
aid needed.
"All schools gJVe financial aid.
But most financial aid is rea11y a
way of the school saying, 'We're
going 10 charge you less.' If you
give away too much then you start
to have a big gap in your budget."
The Critics
Shea is aware that there were
some critics of his appointment.
He knows some are concerned
with the extent of his experience
at this level. "It's the old Catch-22.
You can't get the job without the
experience. You can't get the experience without the job. People
will have criticisms, that's their
opinion. But I think the best way
to address that is; I didn't choose
myself, the board of trustees did.
The people who made the choices
are probably better suited to answer [the critics]."
"I wouldn't have applied for the
job," he said, "if I didn't think the
time was right, or the place was
right ."
But, Shea was literally the
board's last resort. According to
the Alumni]ournal, the selection
committee had whittled the 12
applicantsdown to three. One was
dropped from the short list for

MARCH
continued from page 1

"lack of experience" and the other
withdrew his application.
One of the rnajor concerns over
Shea's appointment came from
fac ulty. Tenure-track faculty
members at Carroll are "heavily
pressured to publish," according
to one professor. Shea, according
to his resume given to the selection com mittee, has only published twice. The jesuit attributes
that mostly to the fact that he has
spent most of his professional career as either a clinical psychologist or administrator and neither
position "carriesmuchof a responsibility to publish."
Shea said this fact does not
hamper his credibility with the
faculty. "I chose to be a clinician
instead of a full time professor"
The Students
Due to numerous factors, the
last administration's relationship
with the student body was
strained at best. Anentiresection
on student's rights was deleted
from the University Handbook
two years ago. Lavelle had rejected a revised visitation policy
proposed bytheStudent Union in
the fall of 1994. Then in December, the Carroll Newsrevealed that
WD. Bookwalter, assistant to the
president, had censored the University yearbook. "I plan on changing [the relationship with students)," Shea said. Shea was Vice
President in charge of Student
Affairs at Fordham. "Fr. Salmi has
told me there is a committee that
already exists, to help review the

student handbook. People have
mentioned the visitation policy to
me before, and I have satd that I
will review the tssues involved I
hope to meet with the students,
but I cannot guarantee anything."
Shea has what some might call
a balanced view of where his main
responsibility lies. When asked
who his boss IS, he deftly answered, "I have to answer to the
board of trustees. But, I have a
responsibility to both the faculty
and students. The students comprise the school, though, and you
cannot ignore their voice. That
doesn't mean that you can do or
willdoeverythingtheywant. You
have to balance the concerns of
everyone involved with the university."
But perhaps the best indication
of who this man's boss is stands
front and center on his desk
Amidst the clutter of things to do
and a calendar full of people to
meet stands a six -inch crucifix
that nearly obstructs the view of
his visitor. He told the Alumni
journal"! am first and foremost a
Jesuit priest."
He is aIso president of john
Carroll University. He will do the
1,000 things that rhe president of
au ni versity must do. He will meet
the 1,000 people that a president
of a umversity must meet and
struggle to remember their names.
His black hair peppered by his 48
years, the jesuit speaks slowly,
carefully and thoughtfully of
what stands in front of him.

ing signs were seen, she said.
Schellman on! ydecided at the last
minute togo to the march, but she
said she is really glad that she
went.

said Kelly.
Walrod said that the march
made the greatest impact on those
who participated in it.
He added that the march was

was a way for her to demonstrate
her beliefs publicly. "I think Right
"'Ever one was brou h.!:_ toto Life is· p tant because it al lows me to speak for those w o getner causer eyweret ere or
the same reason," Schellman said.
don't have a voice [the unborn)."
Kontak, who plans to march
Some Carroll students carried
signs whileotherschanted slogans again next year, said, "It gives you
like "Hey hey ho ho, Bill and a good feeling to be with so many
Hillary have got to go," said Jill people who are pro-life."
Mike Kelly, who participated
Schellman, sophomore and first~
in
the march last year, said that
time participant in the ami-aborthis
year was more eventful than
tion activities. Various other
chants could be heard through- lastyeareven though it was a long
out the crowd, and some disturb- drive to Washington.
"There were more people and
better speakers," Kelly said.
GOLD
"W hen you see everyone else in
continued from page 1
frontof you marching through the
streets, you realize that you have
munity," said Williams.
More in val vement in the project to be makingsomesortof impact,"
is one of McNulty's aims for this
semester, she said.
"We need to get more students
involved," said Shannon McNulty.
"Theonlyway todosoistosign up
in the Atrium starting this
Wednesday."
According to Nonevski, providing this basic need for people is a
fulfilling experience.
Anyone interested in volunteering for Project Gold should sign up
in the atrium during lunch and
dinner hours on jan. 25 and 26.

acef u\.

ere was some protesting [of
the march! but no violence," he
said. Hesaidheonlysawo neprochoice activist yelling at the
marchers.
Some of the goals of the march
was to make the public aware of
the issues and to show support for
pending amendments in Congress, one of which aims to make
partial birth abortions illegal,said
Walrod.
"There are amendments now in
the HouseandSenatethatClinton
will veto, but hopeful! yin '96we'll
get a pro-life candidate and
change it," he added.

FLoweRvzLLe
Send something special to someone special.
Flowers, Plants & Gifts
Local & Worldwide Delivery

10% Discount for Cash and Carry Purchases w/ JCU I. D.

Four minute walk from campus.

2261 Warrensville Center Road
University Heights, Ohio 44118
932-7550
1-800-932-3393
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JCU hockey team jerseys stolen Saturday
About $500 worth of jCU's hockey club jerseys were
stolen from junior Chris Moscati's car on jan 20 near Trilogy mghtclub in the Flats. Moscati said he parked his car
on the street near Trilogy, and when he returned to the ca r
around 2 a m, his trunk and window had been smashed
open. According to the office of crime records at the Cleveland Police Department, an mcident report was filed. According to Moscau, hockey club captain, this incident will
not affect the hockey club directly because there are no
games scheduled, but added that players individually paid
for the jerseys.
Marijuana confi cared from Murphy Hall
According to reports received by the Carroll News, an
undisclosed amount of marijuana and drug paraphernalia
was confiscated from a first floor room in Murphy Hall on
Sunday,jan.l4.
When questioned about the inCident, Dean of Students
joe Farrell referred the CN to Director of Housing Donna
Byrnes who was unavailable for comment at press time.
Murphy Resident Hall Director Heather Tucker refused comment, also refernng to Byrnes.
According to Dt. SergeRmjames Rohal of University
Heights Police Department, the department was not informed of any incident. "Our department likes to know
about any drug activity on campus," he said. "But, sometimes they like to handle it 'in house.'"
]CU President speaks at Student Union meeting
Rev. john]. Shea, Sj., university president, said at

Tuesday's Student Union meeting that he hopes to meet as
many students as possible during his first months in office.
Shea invited students to come by his office and make an
appointment to talk with him. "l hope to meet you all," Shea
said. John Cranley, SU president, welcomed Shea to the universny and presented him with an engraved gift from the
SU Cra nley added that \o the best d hl~ knowlPdpg Shea\,;

m.,,.,... 1.11

LL
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SU executive nominations begin next week
Nominations for the executive offices of the Student
Union will open next Tues.,Jan . 30, at theSU m ettng. "Any
student can run for these offices," said Cranley. "You don't
have to be in the Student Union now." In order to be eligible
to run, a student must be nominated by two other students
at next week's meeting. Nominations will re-open Feb. 6.' at
which time all nominated students can accept or decline
their nominations. Primary elections will be Feb.l2 and 13.
SU position open
.
The position for a junior class off-campus_senator ts
currently open. Any junior interested m the posmon should
contact Matt Hagan, class president.

News Briefs were compiled by Christina Hynes, news
editor, and Cherie Skoczen.assistant news editor.

Do you mind if we ask a
personal question?
Why haven't you started working
for the Carroll News yet?

CN Spring Organizational
Meeting
Monday,]an 29 at 8

p.m.
Room:T.BA

~s
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Team sails into new season
Casey Yandek
Staff Reporter
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Morton illustrates history
of women in Cleveland
Colleen McCarthy

Af tertakingeighth place m the
National Fall champ10nsh1ps,
jCU's sailing team is planning Its
next season while the Lake remains frozen.
According to Brian Arnold,
sophomore sailor, the season lasts
until thewaterfreezesand begins
again when it melts. During the
Carroll club's season hiatus, the
team willattend the MidwestCollegiate Sailing Association's
(MCSA) Midwinter meeting in
February, said Mike Kaim, freshman sailor. At this meeting, the
d ifferentcollegiate sailing organizations meet and discuss new candidates for MCSA and nominees
for the executive positions in the
association.
During Thanksgiving break,
five mem bersof the team sailed in
30 degree weather and icy winds
to participate in the national fall
sail ingcha mpionships in Chicago.
FromNovember23-26,thejCU
sailing team was one of 15 teams
to compete nationally in the
Timme Angsten Memorial Regatta to determine thechampionshipof the fall season. Five schools
from each division of the MCSA
earn the right to sa1 l at the Chicago Yacht Club each November.
john Carroll was one of five teams
to qualify from a previous regatta
held in Detroit. JoiningjCU were
lO teams from the midwest, along
with teams from Oregon, California, and Rhode Island.
Formingjohn Carroll's team in
Ch1cago was Pat Tessman, senior,
jen Beam,senior,CommoooreKim
Schubek, senior, Arnold, and

The JCU sailing team's boat is a flyinigjunior, standard collegiate
sailing boat
to deal with much more than just allows the team to store its boats
the competition of other schools, and equipment downtown free of
charge. Theclubisalsothesiteof
said Arnold.
"No one here knows about us," the annualJCU Regatta.
A regatta is a race that consists
said Arnold. "We are well-known
at colleges all around the country; of six to 14 teams from around the
we've been in The Chicago Tribune, nation, said senior Kim Schubek.
The Chicago Sun, and numerous The participating teams arrive at
the host school with their boats
sailmg magazines."
Arnold said many who do on Friday night. Theteamssailall
know about the team have the day Saturday as well as Sunday
wrong idea about the sport. •A lot morning.
According to Schubek, the
of people think we just sit around
in a boat, but !sailing! is really a team elected new officers at the
organizational meeting which
performance sport," he said.
Coupled with the team's vir- took place on Wednesday. The
tual anonymity on Carroll's cam- team'snextregattaisthe last weekpus, another problem facing the end in March at the University of
sa1ling team is the fact that the Notre Dame.
"We had a really great year finteam has no coach, Arnold said.
"Weare a coach less team; we learn ishing in the top five of almost
every regatta," said Arnold. "And
a lot from each other."
According to Kaim, the reason if that !sailing in Chicago over
the team has no coach is due to a Thanksgiving] isn't dedication, I
don't know what is."
lack off unds.
"I've got a coach who coached
Christina Hynes, News Editor;
me for two years and who I con- contributed to this article.
tribute a lot of my success to," he

U.S. jun1or Nationals in high
school and received scholarship
offers from Stanford and Hoben
William Smith before deciding to
attend Carroll. "He IKaiml has a
lot of talent," said Arnold. "We
probably wouldn't have gone as
far as we did without him."
What makes the accomplishments of the sailing team so im pressive is the fact that they have

us but it all has to do with money."
Having a coach has a huge effeet on a team because a coach
promotes dedication, commitment and practice, said Kaim.
In order to purchase a boat last
year, the team took out a $2,000
loan from the university which
has limited their funds for this year,
said Kaim. But, according to
Arnold, the Edgewater Yacht Club

Staff Reporter

Carolyn Sprague
Staff Reporter

A foCKI and ethnic film festival
is part of JCU's year-long series of
events commemorating the
university's contributions to
Cleveland, said festival coordinator Martha Pereszlenyi-Pinter.
"Not only is this festival helping to celebrate Cleveland's bicen-

The first history of Cleveland
women in over 100 years has been
wntten by Marian]. Morton ,JCU
history professor.
Women in Cleveland: An Illustrated History was written to inspire others to write women's history, Morton said.
"I would like to have written
about[alltheanonymous women],
but I haven't. I hope someone else
wili," Monon writes in the preface
to Women in Cleveland
The book , published by Indiana University Press in 1995, traces
the role of local women from the
city's founding in 1796 to its postindustrial present. A resident of
Cleveland H ts" Morton has spent
12 years researching local history
in preparation for the book.
AIthough the book contains the
stories of prominent individuals,
such as Belle Sherwin, president
of the National League of Women
Voters, Congresswoman Frances
Bolton, and Margaret Hamilton,
who played the Wicked Witch of
the West in "The Wizard of Oz," it
also feat ures hundreds of the
anonymous faces of Cleveland
women.
Along with more than 200photos, the book includes seven photo
essays of anonymo us women.
According to Morton, the essays
represent a changing trend in the
design of modern history books.
"Pictures sell," she said. "Many
authors now choose to gussy up
[their books! with photos."

tennial, bu t it is also celebrating
John Carroll's llOth anniversary,"
said Pinter. The series consists of
five sessions thatfeatureanethnic
dinner followed by a film, and
hosted by a guest speaker.
The first session is tomorrow,
jan. 26, in the DJ. Lombardo Student Center at 6 p.m. FoCKI from
French and Mediterranean tradi-
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But more importantly, Morton
said, the photographs play a crucial role in Women in Cleveland
because, historically, women are
notorious for leaving very few
written or public records.
"As the saying goes, a picture i is
worth a thousand words, and the
on ly way to include the trials and
triumphs of these unnamed females is to publish their photos,"
she said.
Morton 's main source for the
book was t he Western Reserve
Historical Library, but she also
received contributions from
women's organizations and census data, she said. She spent one
year gathering pictures and two
years writing text for the book
The most challenging part of
writing the book was "making a
story out of thousands of women's
lives over hundreds of years," she
said.
Morton said that women tooay
are not as hopeful about life as
women were centuries ago. The
author said that in the past "doors
were opening up all over" for females and "the realities of their
lives suggested that every opportunity was in their reach." Morton
said that the bright optimism of
the past has been dimmed slightly
by the realism of the present, however, she is confident that equal
opportunity is an achievable goal
Her future projects include continued research of local history
and an explanation of the history
of Cleveland chi ld care institutions, she said.

tions will be served, and the film
"Green Card" will beshown. Helen
N. Sanko from the department of
Classical and Mooern Languages
and Cultures will host the session.
On Feb. 9, the film "Mississippi
Masala" will follow a dinner from
India and African American traditions. Verghese Chirayath, di rector of the department of International Studies and Shirley
Seaton of Multicultural Affairs
will co-host the session.
Professors from the Department of Classical and Modern
Languages and Cultures will host
the remaining sessions.
F. Komia Aggor will speak at
the session on Feb. 16. The movie
"El Norte" will be shown and foCKI
from Spanish-speaking countries
will be served.
Wilhelm Bartseh will host the
session on Feb. 23, which will include dinner from Sweden, and
Lenten traditions. The film will
be "The New Land."
Cristina Bruch will host the final session on March 15. The dinner will feature food from Eastern
Europe and will be followed by
the movie "My Antonia."
"We chose those films which
were easily available and which
featured immigrants coming to
America," said Pinter.
The dinners begin at 6 p.m. and
cost$19.95perperson. Tickets and
reservations are required.The film
and lectures, however, are free and
open to the public.
"We are hoping for a big turnout and we welcome all students,
faculty, staff, and the general public," said Pinter.
Anyone interested in dinner
reservation forms should contact
the Department of Classical and
Modern Languages and Cultures
at 397-4723 or 397-4 371.
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SHEA
continued from page 1
nancial aid decreases The only
feasible way of combating this
trend is to depend on a strong endowment fund . Raising tuition IS
not a feasible solution since it directly affects the final amoum of
aid needed.
•All schools give financial aid.
But most financial aid is really a
way of the school saying, 'We're
going to charge you less.' lf you
give away too much then you start
to have a big gap in your budget."
The Critics
Shea is aware that there were
some critics of his appointment.
He knows some are concerned
with th e extent of his experience
at this level. "It's the old Carch-22.
You can't get the job without the
experience. You can't get the exper ience without the job. People
will have criticisms, that's their
opinion. But I think the best way
to address that is; 1didn't choose
myself, the board of trustees did .
The people who made the choices
are probably better suited to answer [the critics]."
"I wouldn't have applied for the
job," he said, "if 1 didn't think the
time was right, or the place was
right."
But, Shea was literally the
board's last resort. According to
the A!umnijournal, the selection
committee had whittled the 12
applicants down to three. One was
dropped from the short list for

MARCH
continued from page 1

"lack of experience" and the other
withdrew his application
One of the rnajor concerns over
Shea 's appointment came from
faculty. Tenure-track fac ulty
members at Carroll are "heavtly
pressured to publish," according
to one professor. Shea, according
to his resume given to the selection committee, has only published twice. The jesuit attn butes
that mostly to the fact that he has
spent most of his professional career as either a clmical psychologist or administrator and neither
position "carriesmuchof a responsibil ity to publish."
Shea said this fact does not
hamper his credibility with the
faculty. "I chose to be a clinician
instead of a full time professor."
The Students
Due to numerous factors, the
last administration's relat ionship
with the student body was
strained at best. An em ire section
on student's rights was deleted
from the University Handbook
two years ago. Lavelle had rejected a revised visitation policy
proposed by the Student Union in
the fall of 1994 Then in December, the Carroll News revealed that
W.D. Bookwalter, assistant to the
president, had censored the Universiryyearbook. "I plan on changing !the relationship with students]," Shea said. Shea was Vice
President in charge of Student
Affairs at Fordham. "Fr.Salmi has
told me there is a committee that
already exists, to help review the

student handbook People have
mentioned the visitation policy to
me before, and I have said that I
will review the ISsues involved. l
hope to meet with the students,
but I cannot guarantee anything."
Shea has what some might call
a balanced view of where his main
responsibility lies. When asked
who his boss is, he deftly answered, "l have to answer to the
board of trustees But, 1 have a
responsibility to both the faculty
and students. The students comprise the school, though, and you
cannot ignore their voice. That
doesn't mean that you can do or
will do everything theywant. You
have to balance the concerns of
everyone involved with the university."
Bur perhaps the best indication
of who this man's boss is stands
front and center on his desk .
Amidst the clutter of things to do
and a calendar full of people to
meet stands a six-inch crucifix
that near! y obstructs the view of
his visitor. He told the Alumni
Jou rna I "l am first and foremost a
j esuit priest."
He is also president of john
Carroll University. He will do the
1,000 thin gs that th e president of
a universitymustdo. He will meet
the 1,000 people that a president
of a university must meet and
struggle to remember their names.
His black hair peppered by hts 48
years, the jesuit speaks slowly,
carefully and thoughtfully of
what stands in front of him.

ing signs were seen, she said.
Schellman onl ydecided at the last
minute togo to the ma rch, but she
said she is really glad that she
went.

said Kelly
Walrod said that the march
made the greatest impact on those
who participated in it.
He added that the march was

was a way for her to demonstrate
her beliefs publicly. "I think Right
'"'Ever one .......,as brou ht t oto Life is ·
tant because i t allows me to speak for those w o get er causer eyweret ere or
the same reason," Schell man said.
don't have a voice [the unborn]."
Kontak, who plans to march
Some Carroll students carried
signs whi leotherschan ted slogans again next year, said, "It gives you
like "Hey hey ho ho, Bill and a goCKI feeling to be with so man y
Hillary have got to go," sai d Jill people who are pro-life."
Mike Kelly, who participated
Schellman, sophomore and first:
in
the
march last year, said that
time participant in the anti-aborthis
year
was more eventful than
tion activities. Various other
chants could be heard through- last year even though it was a long
out the crowd, and some disturb- drive to Washington.
"There were more people and
better speakers," Kelly said.
"When you see everyone else in
continued from page 1
frontof you march ing through the
streets, you realize that you have
munity," said Williams.
Moreinvolvementin the project to be makingsome son of impact,"
is one of McNulty's aims for this
semester, she said.
"We need to get more students
involved," said Shannon McNulty.
"The on I y way to do so is to sign up
in the Atrium starting this
Wednesday."
According toNonevski, providing this basic need for people is a
fulfilling experience.
Anyone interested in volunteering for Project Gold should sign up
in the atrium during lunch and
dinner hours on Jan. 25 and 26.

GOLD
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JCU hockey team jerseys to len Saturday
About $500 worth of jCUs hockey club jerseys were
stolen from junior Chris Moscati's car on Jan 20 near Trilogy n1ghtclub 111the Flats. Moscau sa1d he parked his car
on the treet near Trilogy, and when he returned to the car
around 2 a.m, his trunk and window had been smashed
open. Accordmg ro the office of cnme records at the Cleveland Police Department, an incident report was filed. According to Moscau, hockey club a pta in, this mcident will
not affect the hockey club directly because there are no
games schedu led, but added that players individually pa1d
fort he jerseys.
Marijuana confiscated from Murphy Hall
According to reports received by the Carroll News, an
undisclosed amount of marijuana and drug paraphernalia
was confiscated from a first floor room in Murphy Hall on
Sunday,jan 14.
When questioned about the mcident , Dean of Students
joe Farrell referred the
to Director of Housing Donna
Byrnes who was unavailable for comment at press time.
Murphy Resident Hall Director Heather Tucker refused comment, also referring to Byrnes
According to Dt. Sergeant james Rohal of University
Heights Police Department, the department was not informed of any incident. "Our department l1kes to know
about any drug activity on campus," he said. "But, sometimes they like to handle it'in house.'"
j CU Pres ident speaks at Stud nt Union meeting
Rev. john J. Shea, S.j., university president, said at
Tuesday's Student Union meeting that he hopes to meet as
many students as possible during his first months in office.
Shea invited students to come by his office and make an
appointment to talk with him. "I hope to meet you all ,"Shea
said. john Cran ley, SU president, welcomed Shea to the university and presented him with an engraved g1ft from the
U Cra nley added that loth he•t d hi ~ know\ed?.~ Shea;,
·

ror

ere was some protesting
the march! but no violence," he
said . Hesaidheonlysawoneprochoice activist yelling at the
marchers
Some of the goals of the march
was to make the public aware of
the issues and to show support for
pending amendments in Congress, one of which aims to make
partial birth abortions illegal, said
Walrod.
"There are amendments now in
the House and Senate that Clinton
will veto,buthopefullyin '96we'll
get a pro-life candidate and
change it," he added.

llll
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SU position open
.
The position for a junior class off-campussenator IS
currently open. Any junior interested m the posmon should
contact Matt Hagan, class president.

News Briefs were compi led by Christina Hynes, news
editor, and Cherie Skoczen, assistant news edltor.

Do you mind if we ask a

personal question?
Why haven't you started working
for the Carroll News yet?

Send something special to someone special.
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Local & Worldwide Delivery

CN Spring Organizational
Meeting
Monday,]an 29 at 8
p.m

10% Discount for Cash and Carry Purchases w/ JCU l.D.

Four minute walk from campus.

932-7550
1-800-932-3393
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SU executive nominations begin next week
ominations for the executive offices of the Student
Union wi 11 open next Tues.,Jan.30, a t the SU meeting. "Any
student can run for these offices," said Cranley. "You don't
have to be in the Student Union now." In orderto be eligible
to run, a student must be nominated by two other students
at next week's meeting. ominations will re-open Feb. 6, at
which time all nominated students can accept or decline
their nominations. Primary elections will be Feb.12 and l3.

FLoweRvzLLe

2261 Warrensville Center Road
University Heights, Ohio 44118
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Media contributes to Fed shutdown
Kevin Bachman
Staff Reporte r

Hillary Rodham Clinton subpoenaed.
HillaryClinton will testify Fnday before a grand jury looking
into Whitewater-related issues. The grand jury is investigating
the discovery of Clinton's billing records from her former law
firm.Accordingw White House Associate counsel Mark Fabiani,
"Her testimony will continue to fulfill her longstanding obligation to cooperate fully and answer all legitima te questions.

Graduate students of the world unite.
Last week, a protest by Yale graduate students demanding a
union for teaching assistants in undergraduate courses resulted
in 130 arrests. The protest's goal was for Yale to become the first
private university to treat graduate students as employees. Benefits include health benefits and higher teaching wages. Administrators insist that strikers were admitted to the graduate programs as students, nor employees.

Unabomb test nearly delivered.
The U.S. Postal service is investigating how a phony package
bomb used in trai ningalmostreached the home of a Unabomber
victim. A postal worker spotted the words, "fordisplayonly,"and
stopped the package Saturday. The Unabomber is responsible for
16 bombings that killed three and injured 23 since 1978.

As the media'scoverageof polltics heats up as a result of the balanced budget debate and the upcomingl996 Presidential election ,
Democrats and Republicans are
using print, radio, and television
to reach out to capture the key
'undecided" vote.

News Analysis
But it is the media's coverage of
Congress and the federal budget
stalemate whic h direct ly rela tes
to Congress' inability to compromise and reach a budget agreement.
Politiciansareturning the halls
of Congress into a sports arena,
where co mpromise is considered
caving in, and consensus- bu ild ing has been replaced by gridlock
and shutdowns.
The types of reforms included
n the Rep ublican bala nced bud get plan and the Democratic plan
are not substantial barriers which
would ordinarii y create a govern-

ment shutdown.If Clinton was to
comply with the GOP budget de mands, he would be portrayed as
a weak, ineffectualleader whodid
not stand up for himself and his
party's basic principles.
If Speaker Newt Gingrich and
Majority Leader Bob Dole were to
back down and accept Clinton's
plan , they too would be blasted
for not defendingthe"Republica n
Revolution"
Soinstead ,agovernme nt shuts
down while thousands of federal
worke rs are fu rloughed while
"leaders" talk totheca merasabout
the optimism both parties have
for compromise.
Sound familiar? We heard it in
Septembe r, th en in Novem ber,
then righ t before Christmas, and
we'll hear it aga in around j an. 26,
when the next cont inuing resolu tion will expi re.
Becausevotersdo nothavetime
towatchC-SPAN allday, theyt une
in w the nigh t1y news or read the
paper as their only source of in formation.Few people realize how
much control the media has over

Yeltsin undermined, threatened by Communist majority
Brian Chandler

considerably. This loss of popularity has culminated in the elecRece nt! y the politicalsituation tion of a Commu nist majority in
in theCommonwealth of lndepe n- the Dece mber elections.
dent States (t he former Soviet
The recent co n fli ct in
Union) has become increasingly Chechnya has turned into a nounstable for Russ ian President win situation for Yeltsin. In the
Boris Yeltsin.
hostage cr isis instigated by the
Yeltsin, in the last year of his Chec hen rebels late l ast year,
presidential term , will soon have Yeltsi n agreed to man y of the
to make th e decision to run for rebel's concessions, allowing the
another term. The election is Chechen figh ters to return as heStaff Reporter

class power in the recent Bosnian
peace negotiations increased the
Russian people's feeli ngs of power
loss.
Yeltsin's opponents, including
CommunistPartyleaderGennadi
Zyaganov and ultranationalis t
Vladimir Zhirinovsky have capitalized upon the weak perception
of the Commonwealth president.
Both presidential candidates have
been attempting to increase the

Dages tan ian
town
of
Pervomayskaya. This assault virtually leveled the village.
Communis ts who crit icized
Yeltsin's wea kness earlier, condemntheoffensivemovememon
Pervomayskaya. Further complicatingmatters,theliberal Yabloko
Party, whose support Yeltsin desperately needs, announced that
they will seek a vote of no-confidence for Yeltsin's government.

~~~~~~~~~-·"~t·~~e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
· ·~~~~~
Many varia es. owever,com o t e Communist . .. R.
voters look
ing or more conservaplicate the coming election.
Yeltsin'spopularity in the wake of
thecrisis in Chechnya,as well as a
depressed economy, has dropped

BES ERVE

Attempting to build his image
as a strong president, Yeltsin orde red an attack on the rebels who
were entrenched in the

OFFICERS'
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tive leadership has affected the
composition of his cabinet. Recently, he has been replacing liberals and reformers with conservatives and former hard-liners.
Two weeks ago, Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev, a progressive
willing to work with western nations , was replaced wi th the
former head of intelligence of the
Soviet Union, Yevgeni Primakov.
On Jan. 17, Ana toly Chubais,
First PrimeMinister,alsoresigned
his post. Chubais, a strong supporter of privitization, was considered one of the last reformers
in the Yeltsin administration.

what we see, hear, and read about
thefederalgovernmen t. Theypossessanenormous power to influence how the nation thinks and
reacts to certain issues.
Therefore, politicians must
play to the cameras. Thetr ability
to influence the voters depends
directly on their ability to infl uence the media. If they cannot get
their message through to the media, it will never reach the voters.
The med ia's coverage of politics creates an unhealthy environment where nei ther party is
wi lling to work together to reac h
a solution. And why should they?
There is nothing to gain bysittingdown and working to reach a
solut ion. An example is the negative th ings voters say about Dole.
Inside the Beltway,he is respected
as a dealmaker and bridge builder.
But on the campaign trail, he is
hounded by acc usations th at he
is soft and unwill ing to stand up
for conser vat ive princi ples.
Unfortunatel y, most people fail
to realize that the minori ty par ty
usually controls roughly 45 pe rcent of the seats in Congress.
Therefore, compromise is essential to be an effective leader.
Lamar Alexander and Pat
Buchanan can talk about conservative values and standing tall,
but if they are unwilling to compromise, most of their programs
will never be enacted.
The pe rcentage of voters who
areregistered as members of a particular party has declined in the
last 10 years. Although the averagevoting trend is becoming more
moderate,candidates are becoming more partisan. As the Ameriidealogically independent, the
candidates elected are more extreme than ever.
The gridlock and the win/loss
atmosphere of politics today
shows public service is not the
issue for many Senators and Representatives. In 1996, more Senatorsare choosing to not run for reelection than at any other time in
history. The House is not far behind. Moderates like Sen.Bill Bradley, D-Nj., Rep. Patricia
Schroeder, D-Colo, and Sen. Mark
Hatfield , R-Ore, are stepping
down.
Most likely, candidates with
narrow ideological views will replace moderates who retire. The
press coverage will probably not
change as well. Nei ther will the
results.
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More book for the buck
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HALF PRICE BOOKS

Half Price Books alternative to campus bookstore
students can go to find not only
books but even records and comCha -ching! That was the sound pact cliscs at reasonable prices.
Students shop at the swre in
students heard this week as they
watched their money go towards search of the books they need for
the purchase of a semester's worth their classes or want to read for
leisu re. "We may not always have
of books.
Aside from the Untversity the book [a customer] needs, but if
Bookstore or searching the signs we do. it is at a substantial savposted in the Atrium in hopes of ings,' said Kerry West, manager of
finding a used book, there aren't Half Price Books at Golden Gate
many alternat ives for finding Plaza.
' In most cases, we sell books at
cheaper priced books. Or are
one-half or less than one-half the
there?
list price land]
we rare! y sell a
CD for over
"In most cases, we sell
$6.98,'
sai d
West.
books at one- half or less
Half Price
Books
se lis used
than one-half the list price
tex tbooks to
udents, but
[and] we rarely sell a CD for stthey
may notalways car ry the
over $6.98."
mos t current
editions.
Kerry West
For that
reason, it might
be wise for stuHalf Pri ce Books, with lo- dents to check the Bookstore first
ca tions in Golden Gate Plaza on in order to make sure the book
Mayfield Road and on the corner they need has not changedgreatly
of Warrensville Road and Van from past editions.
Also it might be helpful to
Aiken Boulevard , is a place where

RachaeiHayes
Staff Reporter

compare prices first. Some courses
may require common books that
are readily available at this type of
store.
"For literature courses we carry
many of the classics," West said.
For example, a copy of "Wutheri ng
Heights" would cost a little over a
dollar.
The storetsdlfferent from other
bookstores because they have
more md1vidual titles on their
shelves. "We might have 20different books on the same subject,"
said West.
She added that the store may
contain many books that are currently out-of-print and hard to
find. The selection of books and
CDs often va ries from day to day
and depends on what the next
customer brings in to sell.
[n addition to selling materials, the stOre also buys back used
books. Cus tomers receive payment for their books dependmg
upon the book's co ndi tion and
popularity.
This service may be appealing
to college students who are typically in need of spending money
Selling used books for the purpose of increasing public literacy
was an important miss ion to the
fou nder of Half Price Books, Ken

Half Price Books offers students a cheaper alternative for
purchasing reading and listening material.
Gjemre. Anenvironmentallyconsc ious person, Gjemre sees h1s
business as a recyd ing process that
results from the buying and sell
ing of written or recorded materials from one person to a not her.
Another 1mponant component to Gjemre's business is the
donation of books ro non -profit
organzation . "We try to donate
books to hospitals, nursmghomes,
environmen tal programt>a nd any
kind of non-profit orgamzauon
that needs books,' said West.
Gjemre established Half Price
Books23 years ago in Dallas,Texas.
He had a successful corporate career, yet at age 47 he decided to
open a family-owned and oper-

ated bookstore with his partner.
the late Pat Anderson.
Half Price Books has certainly
come a long way from its begin
ning as a convened Laundromat
1n Dallas From these fairly
humble begmnings,Gjemrc IS now
looking forward toseeinghis ftfty
second store open in Columbus,
hio next momh.
"It is a tremendous success
story," sa1d West '"They (Gjemre
and Anderson) decided to give it a
whirl and it worked out beautifull y.'
Thanks to the entrepreneurship of Gjemre and Anderson,st u·
dents now have the opportunity
to get more book for their buck.

Students make picks and plans for Super Bowl Sunday
for some super Super Bowl action
Student Activities, in cooperation with Marriott Food Services

Sherry Lucchetti
Features Editor

The da te: j an. 28, 1996. The
place: Sun Devil Stadium , Tempe.
Ariz. The teams: The Dallas Cowboys and the Pittsburgh Steelers.
The event: Super Bowl XXX.
Unless you are close, perso nal
friends with Emmitt Smith or
Kevin Green, chances are you
won't be flying to Arizona with
Super Bowl tickets in hand. How,
then, are st udents at john Carroll
Universi ty planning on celebrating Super Bowl Sunday?
Dan Stock, a freshmen from
Columbus, Ohio, is going to be
hanging out wi th his friends to
watch the game. Stock is predicting a 34-24 Steelers win. While
freshm an john Dugan is hoping
that the Steelers win, he said, "I
think Dallas will win."
With that hope,Dallasfansare
busy getting geared up for the
game.
Sophomore Krist y
Palleschi, a long time Dallas supporter, is anxiously awaiting the
game which may earn the Cowboys their fifth Super Bowl ring.
A poster of Troy Aikm an and
other various Dallas paraphernalia adorn her dorm room walls.
As for the outcome of the game,
Palleschi said , "I predict that Dallas will win (the game] because
they are the better team."
Other Dallas fans offered similar sentiments. Andy Close,a junior, agreed w ith Palleschi that
Dallas has the better team and
added, "It 's going to be a blowout
The point spread of 12 l/ 2 is the
fourth largest point spread in the
history of the Super Bowl. PittS·
burgh has no chance."
The Dallas Cowboys will also
be supported by many Clevela nd
Browns' fans.
'l'm too die hard of a Cleveland
fan to cheerfor(Piittsburghl"said
senior Joe Salem.
Freshman Amy Koenig, originally from Medina, Ohio echoed
Salem's feelings. "People from
Cleveland hare the Pittsburgh

a nd t h e \J n ivcr<;lt y Hoo\" 1or w i II

Steelers always," she said. Koenig
now lives in Irving, Texas,home of
Texas Stadium, and has encountered many Dallas fans. "Everyone
is prett y cocky about the Cowboys.
I don't think I'm going to watch
the game beca use l hate both
teams," she said.
On t he other hand, Steelers fans
will be cheeri ng in hopes that the

Black and Gold can win their fifth
Super Bowl. Sophomore Emily
Havelka will be spending Super
Bowl Sunday watching the game
with some friends and cheering
for theSteelers. Dawn Harvey,also
a sophomore, will be rooting for
the Steelers back in the Steel City.
Another pa rty alternative is to
wander down to the Wolf and Pot

storeor restaura nt g1f t certificates.
Marriott is providing the pop,
nachos, chips and d1p, and wm s
( (\ p,\ \ h ron~·~h \ hnc\ C\\ ' ·" 1"\ ' ' r .... n <n\ y)

In addition, you will be given
bes nsor nga Super Bowlpany
for JCU students beginning at 5 Clf her a Terrible Towel (for Plltsp.m . acco rding to Mary jude burgh fans) or a Dallas Towel as a
Detesco,Gradua te Assistant to the souvenir of Super Bowl XXX.
Whether you watch the Super
Dean of Students and Director of
Bowl with fr iendsor family, cheer
Student Activities.
The Wolf and Pot will be deco- for Dallas or Pittsburgh, lO see the
rated in a football theme to set the game or the commercials or even
mood. Also, you will receive a just to watch "frtends'afrerwards,
raffle ticket that might win you Carroll students can be couch poprizes such as JCU t-shirts or tatoes Sunday night and enjoy evsweatshirts donated by the Book- ery minute.

Ruby Tuesday
Restaurant
Great Jobs!
Good Times!

John Carroll, it's yours!
We built it you fill it!
Monday
Spring Break Countdown
Bahama trip all expenses
Mitsubishi 3000 GT (for a week)
Bluestreak shots
Tuesday
Big - Mug Night $3 (any mug)

We are currently seeking fun, outgoing people to join our service team.
We offer a great work atmosphere,
steady employment, flexible schedules and day one benefits. We a:re
accepting applications for the following positions:

Host
Waitstaff

Thursday
Ladies night
Sunday
Superbowl Party:
$1 beers. $.1 Swings, OJ,

s 100 Mayfield five minutes from campus
461 ·8774

Beachwood Ruby Tuesday at 24325
Chagrin Blvd. In Pavillion Center Phone
464-2700
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Media contributes to Fed shutdown

Hillary Rodham Clinton subpoenaed.
Hillary Clinton will testify Friday beforeagrandjury looking
into Whitewater-related issues. The grand jury is investigating
the discovery of Clintons billing records from her former law
firm. According to White House Associate counsel Mark Fabiani,
"Her testimony will continue to fulfill her long standing obligation to cooperate fully and answer all legitimate questions.

Graduate students of the world unite.
Last week, a protest by Yale graduate students demanding a
union for teaching assistants in undergraduate courses ;esulted
in l30arrests. The prorest'sgoal was for Yale to become the f[rst
private university to treat graduate students as employees. Benefits include healrh benefits and higher teaching wages. Administrators insist that strikers were admitted to the graduate programs as students, not employees.

Una bomb test nearly delivered.
The U.S. Postal service is investigating how a phony package
bomb used in training almost reached the home of a Unabomber
victim. A postal worker spotted the words, "for display only," and
stopped the package Saturday. The Unabomber lsresponsiblefor
16 bombings that killed three and injured 23 since 1978.

Kevin Baclvnan
Staff Reporter
As the media'scoverage of politics heats up as a resu It of the balanced budget debate and the upcoming 1996 Presidential election,
Democrats and Republicans are
using print, radio. and television
to reach out to capture the key
' undecided' vote.

News Analysis
But it is the media's coverage of
Congress and the federal budget
stalemate which directly relates
to Congress' inability to compromise and reach a budget agreement.
Politicians are turning the halls
of Congress into a sports arena.
where compromise is considered
caving in, and consensus-building has been replaced by gridlock
and shutdowns.
The types of reforms included
n the Republican balanced budget plan and the Democratic plan
are not substantial barriers which
would ordinarii y create a govern-

mentshutdown. If Clinton was to
comply with the GOP budget demands, he would be portrayed as
a weak, ineffectual leader whodid
not stand up for himself and his
party's basic princtples.
If Speaker Newt Gingrich and
Majority Leader Bob Dole were to
back down and accept Clinton's
plan, they too would be blasted
for not defending the "Republican
Revolution."
Soinstead,agovernmentshuts
down while thousands of federal
workers are furloughed while
"leaders" talk tothecamerasabout
the optimism both parties have
for compromise.
Sound familiar? We heard it in
September, then in November,
then right before Christmas, and
we'll hear it again around jan. 26,
when the next continuing resolution will expire.
Becausevotersdonothavetime
to watch C-SPAN all day, they tune
in to the nightly news or read the
paper as their only source of information.Few people realize how
much control the media has over

Yeltsin undermined, threatened by Communist majority
Brian Chandler
Staff Reporter
Recently the politica!situation
in theCommonwealthoflndependent States (the former Soviet
Union) has become increasingly
unstable for Russian President
Boris Yeltsin.
Yeltsin, in the last year of his
presidential term, will soon have
to make the decision to run for
another term. The election is

Manyvaria es,however,com plicate the coming election.
Yeltsin's popularity in the wake of
the crisis in Chechnya,as well as a
depressed economy, has dropped

BESEBVE

considerably. This loss of popularity has culmin ated in the election of a Communist majority in
the December elections.
The recent conflict in
Chechnya has turned into a nowin situation for Yeltsin. In the
hostage crisis instigated by the
Chechen rebels late last year,
Yeltsin agreed to many of the
rebel's concessions, allowing the
Chechen fighters to return as heDue tot e emency s own toward the breakaway republic,
many Russians perceived Yeltsin
as a weak president.The belief that
Russia was considered a second-

OFFICE IS'

class power in the recent Bosnian
peace negotiations increased the
Russian people's feelings of power
loss.
Yeltsin's opponents, including
Communist Party leaderGennadi
Zyaganov and ultranationalist
Vladimir Zhirinovsky have capitalized upon the weak perception
of the Commonwealth president.
Both presidential candidates have
been attempting to increase the
o t e Communist U... R.
Anempting to build his image
as a strong president, Yeltsin ordered an attack on the rebels who
were entrenched in the

TRAINING
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Dagestanian
town
of
Pervomayskaya. This assault virtually leveled the village.
Communists who criticized
Yeltsin's weakness earlier, condemn theoffensivemovememon
Pervomayskaya. Further complicating matters, the liberal Yabloko
Party, whose support Yeltsin desperately needs, announced that
they will seek a vote of no-confidence for Yeltsin's government.

.'

w

voters looking or more conservative leadership has affected the
composition of his cabinet. Recently, he has been replacing liberals and reformers with conservatives and former hard-liners.
Two weeks ago, Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev, a progressive
willing to work with western nations, was replaced with the
former head of intelligence of the
Soviet Union, Yevgeni Primakov.
On Jan. 17, Anatoly Chubais.
First Prime Minister, also resigned
his post. Chubais, a strong supporter of privitization, was considered one of the last reformers
in the Yeltsin administration.

what we see, hear, and read about
thefederalgovernmem.They possess an enormous power to influence how the nation thinks and
reacts to certain issues.
Therefore, politicians must
play to the cameras. Their ability
to influence the voters depends
directly on their ability to influence the media.lf they cannot get
their message through to the media, it will never reach the voters.
The media's coverage of politics creates an unhealthy environment where neither party is
willing to work together to reach
a solution. And why should they?
There is nothing to gain bysittingdown and working to reach a
solution. An example is the negative things voters say about Dole.
Inside the Beltway, he is respected
asadealmakerand bridge builder.
But on the campaign trail, he is
hounded by accusations that he
is soft and unwilling to stand up
for conservative principles.
Unfortunately, most people fail
to realize that the minority party
usually controls roughly 45 percent of the seats in Congress.
Therefore, compromise is essential to be an effective leader.
Lamar Alexander and Pat
Buchanan can talk about conservative values and standing tall,
but if they are unwilling to compromise, most of their programs
will never be enacted.
The percentage of voters who
areregisteredasmembersof a particular party has declined in the
last 10 years. Although the average voting trend is becoming more
moderate, candidates are becoming more partisan. As the Ameriidealogically independent, the
candidates elected are more extreme than ever.
The gridlock and the win/loss
atmosphere of politics today
shows public service is not the
issue for many Senators and Representat ives. In 1996, more Senatorsarechoosing to not run for reelection than at any other time in
history. The House is not far behind .Moderates like Sen. Bill Bradley, D-N.]., Rep. Patricia
Schroeder, D-Colo, and Sen. Mark
Hatfield, R-Ore, are stepping
down.
Most likely, candidates with
narrow ideological views will replace moderates who retire. The
press coverage will probably not
change as well. Neither will the
results.
. PREGNANT? NEED HELP? ·
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225-5998

ONECOURSETHATCOULDCHANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR UrE.
Look forward to the future wtth
conftdence . Enroll m Army ROTC,
an electtve that's dtfferent from
any other college course. ROTC
offers hands-on leadershtp trammg Trammg that g1ves you
expenence and helps bUlld self-
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employers look for. Rare is open to
freshmen and sophomores without
obltgatton and requires about 4
hours per week It will put your
hfe on a whole new course
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More book for the buck
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HALF PRICE BOOK

Half Price Books alternative to campus bookstore
students can go to find not only
books but even records and compact cliscs at reasonable prices.
Students shop at the store in
search of the books they need for
their classes or want to read for
le1sure. "We may not always have
the book [a customer! needs, but if
we do 1t is at a substantial savings,' ~aid Kerry West,manager of
Half Price Books at Golden Gate
Plaza.
'1n most cases, we sell books at
one-half or less than one-half the
list price [and]
we rarely sell a
CD for over
"In most cases, we sell
$6.98,'
said
West.
books at one- half or less
Half Price
Books
sells used
than one-half the list price
textbooks to
but
[and] we rarely sell a CD for students,
they may notalways carry the
over $6.98."
most current
editions.
Kerry West
For that
reason, it might
be wise for stuHalf Price Books, with lo- dents to check the Bookstore first
cations in Golden Gate Plaza on in order to make sure the book
Mayfield Road and on the corner they need hasnotchangedgreatly
of Warrensville Road and Van fro m pasted it ions.
Also it might be helpful to
Aiken Boulevard, is a place where

RachaeiHayes
Staff Reporter
Cha-ching!That was the sound
students heard this week as they
watched their money go towards
the purchase of a semester's worth
of books.
Aside from the University
Bookstore or searching the signs
posted in the Atrium in hopes of
finding a used book, there aren't
many alternatives for finding
cheaper priced books. Or are
there?

compare prices flrsr. Some courses
may require common books that
are readily available at this type of
store.
"For literature courses we carry
many of the classics." West said.
For example, acopyof"Wuthering
Heights" would cost a little over a
dollar.
The store is different from other
bookstores because they have
more indivtdual titles on their
shelves. "Wemighthave20different books on the same subject,"
said West
She added that the store may
contain many books that are currently out-of -print and hard to
find. The selection of books and
CDs of ten varies from day to day
and depends on what the next
customer brings in to sell.
In addition to selling materials, the store also buys back used
books. Customers receive payment for their books depending
upon the book's condi tion and
popularity.
This service may be appealing
to college students who are typically in need of spending money.
Selling used books for the purpose of inc reasing public literacy
was an important mission to the
founder of Half Price Books, Ken

Half Price Books offers students a cheaper alternative for
purchasing reading and listening material.
Gjemre. Anenvironmentallycon
scious person , Gjemre sees hts
businessasa recyclingprocessthat
results from the buying and sell ingof written or recorded materials from one person to another
Another important component to Gjemre's business is the
donation of books to non-profit
organzations. 'We tr y to donal
books to hospitals, nurst ng homes,
environmental programs and any
kind of non-profit organizauon
that needs books,' said West.
Gjemre established Half Price
Books23 years ago in Dallas,Texas.
He had a successful corporate career, yet at age 47 he decided to
open a family-owned and oper-

ated bookstore wJth his partner,
the late Pat Anderson.
Half Price Book hascertamly
come a long way from its begmning as a converted Laundromat
tn Dallas. From these fairly
humble begmmngs,Gjemre is now
looking forward toseemg htsftfty
second tore open in Columbus,
Oh1o next month
"It is a tremendous su cess
story.' satd West. "They (Gjemre
and Anderson) dectded to give it a
wh1rl and it worked out beautifully.'
Thanks to the entrepreneurshtpof Gjemreand Anderson,students now have the opporruntty
to get more book for their buck.

Students make picks and plans for Super Bowl Sunday
Sherry Lucchetti
Features Editor

The date: Jan 28, 1996. The
place: Sun Devil Stadium, Tempe.
Ariz. The teams: Tne Dilllas Cowboys and the Pittsburgh Steelers.
The event Super Bowl XXX.
Unless you are close, personal
friends with Emmitt Smith or
Kevin Green, chances are you
won't be flying to Arizona with
Super Bowl tickets in hand. How,
then, are students at john Carroll
University planning on celebrating Super Bowl Sunday?
Dan Stock, a freshmen from
Columbus, Ohio, is going to be
hanging out with his friends to
watch the game. Stock is predicting a 34-24 Steelers win. While
heshmanJohn Dugan is hoping
that the Steelers win, he said, "I
think Dallas will win."
With that hope, Dallas fans are
busy getting geared up for the
game.
Sophomore Kristy
Palleschi, a long time Dallas supporter, is anxiously awaiting the
game which may earn the Cowboys their fifth Super Bowl ring.
A poster of Troy Aikman and
other various Dallas paraphernalia adorn her dorm room walls.
As for the outcome of the game,
Palleschi said , "I predict that Dallas will win [the game) because
they are the better team."
Other Da lias fans offered similar sentiments. AndyClose.ajunior, agreed with Palleschi that
Dallas has the better team and
added. "It's going to be a blowout.
The point spread of 12 l/2 is the
fourth largest point spread in the
history of the Super Bowl. Pittsburgh has no chance."
The Dallas Cowboys will also
be supported by many Cleveland
Browns' fans.
·rm too die hard of a Cleveland
fan to cheer for[Piittsburgh],"said
senior Joe Salem.
Freshman Amy Koenig, originally from Medina, Ohio echoed
Salem's feelings. "People from
Cleveland hate the Pittsburgh

Steelers always." she said. Koenig
now lives in Irving, Texas, home of
Texas Stadium, and has encountered many Dallas fans. "Everyone
is pretty cocky about the Cowboys.
I don't think I'm going to watch
the game because I hate both
teams," she said.
On the other hand. Steelers fans
will be cheering in hopes that the

Black and Gold can win their fifth
Super Bowl. Sophomore Emily
Havelka will be spending Super
Bowl Sunday watching the game
with some friends and cheering
fortheSteelers. Dawn Harvey,also
a sophomore, will be rooting for
the Steelers back in the Steel City.
Another party alternative is to
wander down to the Wolf and Pot

for some super Super Bowl action.
Student Activities, in cooperation with Marriott Food Services

store or restaurant gif tcertificates.
Marriott is provtding the pop,
nachos, chips and dip, and wings

and the\Jnivcr~Hyi'>O<'\k~l oro
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In addition, you will be given
be sponsormg a Super Bowl parry
for JCU students beginning at 5 either a Ternble Towel (for Pittsp.m. according to Mary jude burgh fans) or aDa lias Towel as a
Detesco, Graduate Assistant to the souvenir of Super Bowl XX
Whether you watch the Super
Dean of Students and Director of
Bowl with friends or family,cheer
Student Activities.
The Wolf and Pot will be deco- for Dallas or Pittsburgh, to see the
rated in a football theme to set the game or the commercials or even
mood. Also, you will receive a just to watch "Friends•afterwards.
raffle ticket that might win you Carroll students can be couch poprizes such as JCU t-shirts or tatoes Sunday night and enjoy evsweatshirts donated by the Book- ery minute.

Ruby Tuesday
Restaurant
Great Jobs!
Good Times!

John Carroll, it's yours!
We built it you fill it!
Monday
Spring Break Countdown
Bahama trip all expenses
Mitsubishi 3000 GT (for a weeki
Bluestreak shots
Tuesday
Big- Mug Night $3 jany mug)

We are currently seeking fun, outgoing people to join our service team.
We offer a great work atmosphere,
steady employment, flexible schedules and day one benefits. We are
accepting applications for the following positions:

Host
Waitstaff

Thursday
Ladies night
Sunday
Superbowl Party:
$1 beers, $.15 wings, OJ,
51 00 Mayfield five minutes from campus
461-8774

Beachwood Ruby Tuesday at 24325
Chagrin Blvd. In Pavillion Center Phone
464-2700
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Art
The Cleveland Center for Contemporary Art features the classic, European stylepaintingsof Norwegian artist Odd Nerdrum.
A!soon ex hi bit are large-scale photogramsand conceptua I works
of Clevelandartists, BruceChecefskyand George Fitzpatrick.
All three exhJbitions open with a reception tomorrow (Friday,
Jan. 26), 5:30 to 8:30pm. and continue through April7. Admission is free. For more mformation call The Center at 4 21-8671.

Comedy
The lmprov (in the Flats) and WUJC offer John Carroll students a special $1 admission to midnight shows every Saturday.
Students must be 19 years old and over, however only one student
in the party needs a Carroll !D. Scheduled to perform th is Saturday,jan. 27 is Basile. Reservations are required. Call696-4677.

Film

Christian Slater and Mary Stuart Masterson star in Bed of
Roses, writtenanddirecred byMtc hael Goldenberg. The film, set
in seasonal New York City, is a storybook romance about the kind
of love that comes around once in a lifetime, when a workaholic
investment banker (Masterson) seeks to learn the identity of a
secret admirer(Slater). Bed ofRoses is scheduled to open tomorrow (Friday. Jan . 26). Check local listings for theatres and
showtimes.

Music
Co mposers in 1 he Shape of a Pear will perform at Calvary
Presbyten an Church (Fuclid Avenue and East 79th St.) Sunday,
Jan. 28 at 4 p.m. This newly formed group of young Cleveland
composers consists of hristopher Brown, Magnus Martensson
and Terry Vosbein, who are all current or former students of the
Cleveland Institute of Music. The concert includes both vocal
and mstrumemal music, and is free and open to the public. For
more informatiOn call32l-3965.

Shorty, Seinfeld, Shawshank
CN entertainment editors share holiday finds
Karen Obrzut
Entertainment Editor

spawned
an
equally
hip
soundtrack that
found its way under my Christ mas
tree. With music
by Mor phi ne, Us3,
Booker T. & the
MG's and john
Lurie, the Ge t

it all. For john
Travolta fans, the
opening track,
"Chilli Hot," is a
strut anthem worthy of his "Stayin'
The cast of Get Shorty.
Alive" days.
And now for
something completely different ...
Finally, my favorite discovery
By far, the standout flick of the was a book called Lessons in Livbreak was 12 Monkeys. Director ing (Anchor Books) by Susan L
Terry Gilliam (Brazil, The Fisher Taylor, editor in chief of Essence
King) brillian tl y guides Bruce magazine. Lessons isthefollow-up
Will is through an intriguing head to In the Spi ri t, a collection of her
trip. It begins in the year 2035, ed itorials. Inspi ri ng, uplif tinga nd
w he n h u mans who survive a intima te, her latest work explores
plague are forced underground. life's journeys, di vini ty and selfAnimals roam above. The seem- enric hment. At 163 pages, it can
ingly enigmatic plot keeps you easily be read in one night, but I
guessing, but once you stop trying recommend ingesti ng her mesto figure it all out, it hits you. (By sagesslowly. There's something in
the way, Brad Pitt looks bad, but it for everyone, especially those
that's good.) Check it out.
facing tough challenges.

Sam Sublty
ofbodyodorinjerry'sca r.
Therestofmytimelfilled with
Assistant Entertainment Editor
It seems that every time my reading and watching movies. Of
Ahhh, nothing like a good family gets together, we all must course,thiswasafter l decidedthat
month of doing as liule as pos- vie at that one end-all test of hu- calculating the seconds until
sible to restore the old vim and ma n worth known commonly as "Seinfeld" was getting boring. And
v r L ~~~LH~~~~~~wa~~~~~~~ ·--~~~~~~~~~~--~~~·=
break was indeed a time of discovkind ling an in terest for my favorcry forme as I returned to all those
ire author from my high sc hool
things I would really
days, Dean Koontz. This is
like to do other than
the w r iter w hose book,
study till my eyes roll
Watchers, got me hooked
right out of my head.
when I picked it up just to
My first night
read the first page one day
home I spent much
and couldn't put it down.
time getting reacHisstories just grab hold of
quai nted with an old
the reader right away, such
friend, Mr. TV Remote. As I lay cules'originall2laborswastoplay as one I read over break,Dragon
there gleefully flipping between my grandfather at Scrabble. (But Tea rs, that begins, "Harry was
stations, I made my first discov- my grandfather was replaced at having a good day until he had to
ery. Previously unbeknownst to the last minute by the nine-headed shoot someone at lunch." Koontz
me, rerunsof"Seinfeld" airevery hyd ra because the judges ruled is like Stephen King, minus the
weekday night at 11 p.m.
that this would be an unfa ir test of perversity in some of King's work
What hath God wrought!
even Hercules' great m ight.)
In conclusion, I would like to
I never really watched this
No one can know the full ex- offer just a word on Dracula,
show before but now am an avid tent of despa ir until d windling Dead and Lo ving lt: Sucks. For
fan. There's the episode where into oblivion with two Q's, an X anyone with a notion to see it, stay
jerrysquirtsGeorge in theeyewith and no tiles left to draw. In all home and keep trying to fig ure
grapefruit juice, whic h causes seriousness, Ibelievethisgamehas out howtousetwo Q'sin thesame
George to wink at everyone. Or somehow gotten a bad rap that it word w ithout a vowel. After all,
the one where the valet at a posh really does n't deserve, even if 1 "Seinfeld"sonlyfivehours,32 mi nrestaurant leaves the killer stench never win.
ures and 16 seconds away... 15.. .l4.

Theatre
Lanl Asslly
The Cleveland Play House presents The Enc hanted Maze, a
play by MurphyGuyer, which begins tomorrow (Friday,jan. 26)
and runs through Feb. 18 in the Drury Theatre. The satirical
comedy revolves around a young man's journey through a magical maze. On hts way to the center, his only means of escape, he
encounters different characters demonstrating how far people
may go to get w h a 1 they want. Tickets range from $2 4 (previews)
to $34 (Fnday and Saturday evenings) For more information on
showtimes and tickets call795-7000.
Thejewish Community Center introduces the Cleveland premiere of The Twilight of The Go lds, by jonathan Tolins, in a
three-week run cominuing Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays,
now through Feb.IO, in the Eugene .&BlancheR. Halle Theatre.
The comedy-drama examines a couple's knowledge that their
unborn child w11l grow up to be gay. Appeanng as part of the
ensemble is Mitchell Fields, who performed in JCU's 1995 fall
production of Prelude to a Kiss. Tickets range from $15 to $l7.
Discounts are available. Call the box office at 382-4000, ext. 272
or 274.

Coming Attractions were compiled by Lam Assily, assistant
entertainment editor and Karen Obrzut, entertainment editor

Assistant Entertainment Editor
Just when you though t thesemester grind would never end, it
finally d id. For most of us, the
work was over, at least for a short
while, and that meant a whole
month of doing whatever we
wanted to do - anything other
than studying. And what about
1995? The year took our break and
ran off faster than you could say,
"Happy New Year!"
During those few days while I
was snowed in and literally
couldn't dig my car out of a towering mound of snow, l decided to
curl up under a toasty warm blanket on the big couch in our living
room
where
l
watched
Shawshank Rede mptiononour
big-screen TV whtle munching
away on freshly microwaved popcorn. I strongly recommend renting thts poignant movie. Besides
the fact that it's based on the novel

wr itten by Stephen King, it is intellectually stimulating with its
intricate dialogue and highly developed plot. The film stars Tim
Robbi ns and Morgan Freeman as
prisoners w ho develop a lifelong
frie ndship.
Besides watching movies,! discovered something
small, yet very powerfu l as far as words are
concerned. One of my
mother's Christmas
presents from my sister was a pocket-sized
book that allows you to
ponder what life is all
about through various inspirational quotes from well-known
women.
The book is called Quo tab le
Wom en: A Collect ion of Shared
Thoughts, put together by The
Running Press. One of the more
well-known quotes is by Eleanor
Roosevelt:· You must do the thing

you think you cannot do.' One of
my pe rsonal favori tes was a quote
by actress Marlo Thomas: "One of
the things about equality is not
just that you be treated equal ly to
a man, but that yo u treat yourself
equallytotheway you treat a man."
These quotes impact the way you
think and are enjoyable to read anytime,
anywhe re.
Last but not least,
visiting my relatives
and close family
friends was a big part
of my break. One of
my closest friends,
whom I've known since I was 3
years old, received a ka rao k e rnachine for Christmas. As corny as it
sounds, we enjoyed a lot of laughs.
You don't have to sing well to enjoy
it, but it is preferred by the people
around you who do have to hear
you sing But, don't take the laughter personally it's all in fun!

ENTERTAINMENT
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Road leads F]B
to North Avenue
Meli ssa Til k

During the break, the CN entertainment staff managed to do
more than just vegout infront of
the television ... we also vegged out
next tot he stereo. But we also made
a few
discovenes
(and
rediscoveries) that we would Iike
to share. We recommend them as
stress relievers, sources of insight, S h o r t y
or at least interesting diversions.
Soundtrack has
Six dtvas of pop, soul , alternative and contemporary music have
joined forces with The Body Shop
and Arista Records to form a stellar compilation CD titled Voices
Against Vio lence. While none of
the songs are new, they take on
new meaning in this format. The
disc opens with" Another Sad Love
Song" (Toni Braxton), followed by
"All Around The World" (Lisa
Stansfield), "Why" (Annie
Lennox), "Shelter"
(Sarah
McLachlan), "Willing To Forgive"
(Aretha Franklin) and "Like A
Rive r" (Carly Simon).
"Women and men m ust join
together to create alternatives to
violence," writes Mclachlan in a
letter within the CD jacket. It's
available($4.95) at The Body Shop.
For something funky, hot and
cool... Last year's hippest comedy
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Sure,it'shappened before. That
person across the room looks so
familiar, and as you approach calling out a name , they glare
strangely and turn away. Oops.
Or, maybe you just finished a
concert with Widespread Panic in
Providence, R.I. and exited the
venue's back elevator on ly to have
members of your band mistaken
for bank robbers by undercover
police.
It happened to Chicago natives
the Freddy jones Band while on
tour supporting Nort h Avenue
Wake Up Ca ll, their c urrent and
third release for Capricorn
Records. But, the mistaken ide ntities end at the elevator.
11

(North Avenue)

shows what the
band comes from,
and you can feel us
in the music."
Jim Bonaccorsi
Although they've played wit h
the likes of Hootie and the Blowfis h a nd the Dave Matthews Band,
FJB have taken their brand of

blues/rock and carved a niche
acrossrhecountrywith more than
250 shows a year. As faithful Chicago supporters, they credit much
of their success to the grass-roots
fan base they've butlt up over the
years.
Even the title, North Avenue, is
a reference to the bumpy highway
exit ramp on Chicago's northside,
a signal that the band has finally
arrived homeafterdaysor months
on the road. "The album shows
what the band comes from, and
you can feel us in the music," said
bassist j im Bonaccorsi in a recent
phone interview wit h the Carrol l

News.
Rou n ding out the band are
Many Lloyd (vocals, acoustic guitar), Wayne Healy (guitar, vocals),
RobBo naccorsi (guitar, voca ls) and
Simon Horrocks (drums). With
this lineup for four years, North Avenue follows thecommerciallysuccessfull993release, Waitingforthe
Night and the 1992 debut, The

Freddy jones Band.
"We took our time with it, recordi ng lastj a nua ry. We h ad some
rehearsal ti me a nd then took the
material out on the road, plus we
got to record it in Chicago, at home,"
Bonaccorsi explained. "We got to
relax and go home to sleep in our
own beds."
North Avenue isn't in any way a
deviation from the road the Freddy
jones Band has been traveling for
some time now. Instead, the album

r.ul Elkds<

The Freddy Jone s Bard, who recent ly played Ca rrollpalooza, perfo rm at the Odeon tomorro w.
stands as the band's reflection of
playing so many shows and living such a mobile lifestyle. "You
write from your reality and our
reality was the road, so. it probably wasn't a conscious effort,"
said Bonaccorsi.
"When you're on the road, it's
hard to keep track o[ what day it
is, but we concentrate on getting
ready toplayeach night,"hecontinued. "We've done 53 states in
three months. Each day the tour
manager puts up a sign to tell
where we are and what day of the
week it is."
It becomes a matter of recording particu lar experiences that
are elevated almost to u niversa 1
truths on the recording. The album paints vivid images of life
on the road - like thestreetperson

outside a nameless diner in "Waitress" or the sense of dreaming as
huge open spaces fly by in "Hold
on to Midnight." Colorful threepart harmomes tell the compilation of 1yrical photos.
Bonaccorsi said that the music
has matured as the band has rna
1 ured
as musicians and
songwriters, pointing out that
much of the growt h came from
playing so many shows a year. "We
have various influences and backgrounds, bur we make music that
we all want to play every night,"
he ex pla ined
Tour ing in support of this album, t he band has bee n joined by
guest vocalists, namely Stevie
Nicks on New Year's Eve in Phoenix. "It was incredible and unexpected," Bonaccors1 ef\thused.

FjB enjoyed stopping at john
Carroll University last May to play
Carrollpalooza, according to the
basstst, and they look forward to
passing through Cleveland once
again for a performance at the
Odeon (in the Flats) this Friday,
jan 26 .
"We plan to just keep playing
and spread the word. We want
people to know how much the
music means to us. Every time we
return to a town, we like to play a
bigger venue," he explained.
"llopefully,peoplegohomeand
te ll people what a great time they
had, maybe buy the album,' he
continued 'The album tries to
capture the live, rocktn'feehng of
the band. It's American rock 'n'
roll, we're an American rock 'n'
roll band "
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Shorty, Seinfeld, Shawshank
CN entertainment editors share holiday finds
Karen Obrzut
Entertainment Editor
Dunng the break, the CN en-

Art
The Cleveland Center for Comemporary An features the clasSlC, European stylepaintingsof Norwegian artist Odd Nerdrum.

Alsoonex:hibitare large-scale photogramsandconceptual works
of Cleveland artists,Bru ce Checef sky and George Fitzpatrick.
All three exhibitions open with a reception tomorrow (Friday,
jan. 26), 5:30to 830 p.m. and continue through April?. Admission is free. For more information call The Center at 421-8671.

Comedy
The lmprov (in the Flats) and WUJC offer John Carroll students a special $1 admission to midnight shows every Saturday.
Students must be 19 years old and over, however only one st udent
in the party needs a Carroll !D. Scheduled to perform this Saturday.] an . 27 is Bas ile. Reservations a re required. Call696-4677.

Film

tertainment swff managed to do
more than just veg out in front of
the television ... we also vegged out
nextlo the stereo. But weal so made
a few
discoveries (and
rediscoveries) that we would like
to share. We recommend them as
stress relievers, so urces of insight,
or at least interesting diversion s.

in seasona l New YorkCity,isastorybookromanceabout the kind
of love that comes around once in a lifetime, when a workaholic
investment banker (Masterson) seeks to learn the identity of a
secret admirer (Slater). Bed ofRoses 1sscheduled to open tomorrow (Friday, Jan. 26). Check local listings for theatres and
showtimes

Music
Co mposers in the Shape of a Pear will perform at Calvary
Presbyterian Chur h (Eucltd Avenue and East 79th St.) Sunday,
jan. 28 at 4 p.m. This newly formed group of you ng Cleveland
composers consists of Christopher Brown, Magnus Martensson
and Terry Vosbein, who are all current or former students of the
Cleveland Institute of Music. The concert includes both vocal
and instrumental music, and is free and open to the public. For
more information call32l-3965.

Shorty
Soundtrack has
it all. For john
Travolta fans, the
opening track,
"Chi IIi Hot ," is a
strut anthem worthy of his "Stayin'
The cast of Get Shorty.
Alive" days.
And now for
something completely different ...
Finally, my favorite discovery
By far, the standout flick of the was a book called Lessons in Li vbreak was 12 Monkeys. Director i ng (Anchor Books) by Susan L.
Terry Gilliam (Braz il, The Fisher Taylor, editor in chief of Essence
King) brill iant ly guides Br uce magazine. Lessons is the follow- up
Willis through an intriguing head to In the Spi ri t, a collection of her
trip. It begins in the year 2035, editorials. Ins piring, uplifti ng and
w h en humans who survive a int imate, her latest work explores
plague are forced underground. life's journeys, divinity and selfAnimals roam above. The seem- enric hment. At 163 pages, it can
ingly enigmatic plot keeps you easily be read in one night, but I
guessing, but once you stop trying recommend ingesting he r mesto figure ir all out, it hitS you. (By sagesslowly. There's something in
the way, Brad Pitt looks bad, but it for everyone, especially those
that's good.) Check it out.
facing tough challenges.

Sam Sublty
Assistant Entertainment Editor
Ahhh, nothing like a good
month of doing as little as possible to restore the old vim and

ofbodyodorinjerry'scar.
It seems that every time my
family gets together, we all must
vie at that one end-all test of human worth known commonly as

Therestofmytimelfilledwith
reading and watch ing movies. Of
course,thiswasafter l decided that
calc ulati ng the seconds until
"Seinfeld" wasgettingboring. And

lanl Asslly

The jewish Comm unit yCenter Introduces the Cleveland premtere of The Twilight of The Golds, by jonathan Tolins, in a
three-week run conrmuing Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays,
now through Feb.lO, in the Eugene S. &:BlancheR. Halle Theatre.
The comedy-drama examines a couple's knowledge that their
unborn ch1ld will grow up to be gay. Appearing as part of the
ensemble ts Mitchell Fields, who performed in JCU's 1995 fall
production of Prelude co a Kiss. Tickets range from $15 to $17.
Discounts are available. Call the box office at 382-4000, ext. 272
or 274.

Coming Attractions were compiled by Lani Assily, assistant
entertainment editor and Karen Obr:z:ut, entertainment editor
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to North Avenue
Editor-in -chief
Sure, it's happened before. That
person across the room looks so
familiar, and as you approach calling out a name, they glare
strangely and turn away. Oops.
Or, maybe you just finished a
concert with Widespread Panic in
Providence, R.I. and exited the
venue's back elevator only to have
members of your band mistall:en
for bank robbers by un dercover
police.
It happe ned toChicagonatives
t he Freddy j ones Band while on
tour supporting North Avenue
Wake Up Call, their current and
third release for Capricorn
Records. But, the mistaken identities end at the elevator.

~'{North

Avenue)

shows what the
band comes from,
and you can feel us
in the music."
jim Bonaccorsi
Although they've played with
the likes of Hootie and the Blowfish and the Dave Matthews Band,
FJB have taken their brand of

blues/rock and carved a niche
across the country with more than
250 shows a year. As faithful Chtcago supporters, they credit much
of their success to the grass-roots
fan base they've built up over the
years
Even the title, North Avenue, is
a reference to the bumpy highway
exit ramp on Chicago's northside,
a signal that the band has finally
arrived homeafterdaysor months
on the road. "The album shows
what the band comes from, and
you can feel us in the music ," said
bassist Jim Bonaccorsi in a recent
phone interview with the Carroll

News.
Roun di ng out the band are
Marty Lloyd (vocals, acoustic guitar), Wayne Healy (guitar, vocals),
RobBonaccorsi (guitar, vocals) and
Simon Horrocks (drums). With
this lineupforfour years, North Avenue follows thecommerciallysuccessfull993release, Waiti ngforth e
Night and the 1992 debut , The

Freddy jones Band.
"We took our t ime with it, recording l ast] an uary. We had some
rehearsa l time and then took the
ma ter ial out on the road, plus we
got to record it in Ch icago, at home,"
Bonacco rsi explained. "We got to
relax and go home to sleep in our
own beds."
North Avenue isn't in any way a
deviation from the road the Freddy
jones Band has been travel ing for
some time now. Instead , the a !bum

1\ouiEllalg<

The Freddy Jones Band, who recently played Carrollpalooza, perform at the Odeon tomorrow.
stands as the band 's reflec tion of
playing so many shows and living such a mobile lifestyle. "You
write from your reality and our
reality was the road, so .it probably wasn't a conscious effort,"
said Bonaccorsi.
"When you're on the road , it's
hard to keep track of what day it
is, b ut we concentrate on getting
ready to play each night ," he contin ued. "We've done 53 states in
three mont hs. Eac h day the tour
manager puts up a sign to tell
where we are and what day of the
week it is."
It becomes a matter of recording particular experiences that
are elevated almost to universal
truths on the recording. The album paints vivid images of life
on the road - like the streetperson

FJB enjoyed stopptng at john
outside a nameless diner in "Waitress" or the sense of dreaming as Carroll University lastMaytoplay
huge open spaces fly by in "Hold Carrollpalooza, according to the
on to Midnight. " Colorful three- bassist, and they look forward to
part harmonies tell the com pila- passing through Cleveland once
again for a performance at the
tion of I yrical photos.
Odeon (in the Flats) this Friday,
Bonaccorsi said that the musi
has maLured as the band has rna jan. 26.
·we pian to just keep playtng
tured as mustctans and
songwriters, pointing out that and spread the word We want
much of the growth came from people tO know how much the
playingsomanyshowsa year. "We musicmeanstous. Fverytimewe
have various influences and back- return to a town, we like to play a
grounds, but we make music that bigger venue," he explained
"l lopefully,peoplegohomeand
we all wam to play every night,"
tell people w hat a great time they
he explained.
Tour ing in support of this a l- had, maybe buy the album," he
bum, the band has been jomed by continued. "The album trtes to
guest vocal ists, name ly tevie capture the live, rocktn' fcehng of
Nicks on New Year's Eve in Phoe- the band. It's American rock ' n'
nix. "It was incredible and unex- roll, we're an American rock ' n'
roll band."
pected," Bonaccors1 e11thused .

L~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--- ~~~~~~~~--~~

break was indeed a time of discovcry for me as l returned to all those
things I would really
like to do other than
study till my eyes roll
right out of my head.
My first night
home I spent muc h
ttme getting reacquainted with an old
friend, Mr. TV Remote. As !lay
there gleefully flipping between
stations, l made my first discovery. Previously unbek now nst to
me,rerunsof "Sein£eld"ai r every
weekday night at ll p.m.
What hath God wrought!
l never rea lly watched this
show before but now am an avid
fan . There's the episode where
jerrysquirrsGeorgeintheeyewith
grapefruit juice, which causes
George to wink at everyone. Or
the one where the valet at a posh
restaurant leaves the killer stench

their ancient folklore well probably didn't know that one of Her-

cules'origina l l2 laborswastoplay
my grandfather at Scrabble. (But
my grandfather was replaced at
the last minute by t he nine-headed
hyd ra beca use the judges ruled
that this would be an unfai r test of
even Hercules' great might.)
No one ca n know the full extent of despair until dwindling
into oblivion wit h two Q's, an X
and no tiles lef t to draw In all
seriousness,Ibelievethisgamehas
somehow gotten a bad rap that it
really doesn't deserve, even if I
never win.

kindling an interest for my favorite author from my high school
days, Dean Koontz. This is
the writer w hose b ook,
Watchers, got me hooked
when I picked it up just to
read the first page one day
and couldn't put it down.
Hisstoriesjustgrab holdof
the reader right away, such
as one I read over break ,Dragon
Tears , that begins, "Harry was
having a good day until he had to
shoot someone at lunch." Koontz
is li ke Stephen King, minus the
perversity in some of King's work
In conclusion, I would li ke to
offer just a word on Dracula,
Dead and Loving l t: Sucks. For
anyone with a notion to see it, stay
home and kee p tryi ng to figure
outhowtousetwoQ's int hesame
word wi thout a voweL After all,
'Sein feJd•sonlyfive hours,32minutes a nd 16 seconds away... l5...l 4.

Theatre
The Cleveland Play House presents The Enchanted Maze,a
play by Murphy Guyer, which begins tomorrow (Friday,jan. 26)
and runs through Feb. 18 in the Drury Theatre. The satirical
comedy revolves around a young man's journey through a magical maze. On hts way to the center, his only means of escape, he
encounters different characters demonstrating how far people
may gowget what they want. Ticketsrangefrom$24(previews)
to $34 (Frtday and Saturday evenings). For more information on
showtimes and tickets call795-7000.

ENTERTAINMENT

Road leads F]B
Melissa Tilk

Six divas or pop, soul, alternativeand contemporary music have
jomed forces with The Body Shop
and Ar ista Records to form a stellar compilation CD titled Voices
Against Violence. While none of
the songs are new, they take on
new meaning in this format. The
disc opens with "Another Sad Love
Song" (Toni Braxton), followed by
"All Around The World" (Lisa
Stansfield) , "Why" (Annie
Le n nox), "Shelter" (Sarah
Mclachlan), "Willing To Forgive"
(Aretha Frank li n) and "Like A
River• (Carly Simon).
"Women and men must join
together to create alternatives to
violence," writes McLachlan in a
letter w ith in the CD jacket. lt's
available($4.95) at The Body Shop.
For something funky, hot and
cool... Last year's hippest comedy

v

Christian Slater and Mary Stuart Masterson star in Bed of
Roses, wrmenanddirected byM1c haelGoldenberg. The film ,set

spawned
an
equally
hip
soundtrack that
found its way undermyChnstmas
tree. With music
by Morph ine, UsJ,
Booker T. &: the
MG 's and john
Lurie, the Get

The Carroll News, Janua~ 25, 1996

Assistant Entertainment Edi tor
Just when you thought thesemester grind would never end , it
finally did. For most of us, th e
work was over, at least for a short
while, and that meant a whole
month of doing w hatever we
wanted to do - anything other
than studying. And what about
1995? The yeartook our break and
ran off faster than you could say,
"Happy New Year!"
During those few days while I
was snowed in and literally
couldn't dig my ca r out of a towering mound of snow, I decided to
curl up under a toasty warm blanket on the big couch in our living
room
where
l
watched
Shawshank Redemptio n on our
big-screen TV while munching
away on freshly microwaved popcorn.! strongly recommend renting this poignant movie. Besides
the fact that it's based on the novel

written by Stephen King. it is intellectually stimulating with its
intricate dialog ue and highly developed plot. The film sta rs Tim
Robbins and Morgan Freeman as
prisoners who develop a lifelong
friendship.
Besides watchingmovies, ldiscovered something
small, yet very powerful as far as words are
concerned. One of my
mother's Christmas
presents from my sister was a pocket-sized
book that allows you to
ponder what life is all
about through various inspirational quotes from well-known
women.
The book ts called Qu otable

Women: A Collection of Sha red
Thoughts, put together by The
Running Press. One of the more
well -known quotes is by Eleanor
Roosevelt:' You must do the thing

you think yo u can not do.' O ne of
my personal favorites was a quote
by actress Marlo Thomas: "One of
the thi ngs about equalit y is not
just that you be treated equally to
a man, but that you treat yourself
equally tothewayyou treat a man."
These quotes impact the way you
think and are enjoyable to read a nytime,
anywhere.
Last but not least,
v1siting my relatives
and close family
friends was a big part
of my break. One of
my closest friends,
whom I've known since l was 3
years old, received a karao k e machine for Christmas. As corny as it
sounds, we enjoyed a lot of laughs.
You don't have tosingwell toenjoy
it, but 1t is preferred by the people
around you who do have to hear
you sing. But,don't take the Ia ughter personally it's all in fu n!
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Staff Reporter
The John Carroll Universny
women's basketball ream picked
up two key conference wins last
week as they look to raise their
Intensity in umefortheOhioAthletic Conference stretch run
The Streaks went into Tuesday
night's game agamst Heidelberg
{l-9, 4-12 overall) hoping to beat a
team that just lost their top scorer
to injury.
Carroll opened up a 20-9lead
before the Student Princes came
back to tie the game at 25 before
halftime.
Things looked bad for JCU
when junior center Deana Bahhur
picked up her fourth foul with 13
minutes to play, bur the Streaks
used a full court press to go on a
13-0 run which gave them a 47-35
lead with five minutes to play.
The Student Princes never got
closer than seven the rest of the
way as JCU won, 61-45. Strong
shooting and rebounding led the
way for the Streaks as they shot 56
percent from the field and ourrebounded Heidelberg 35-18.
Blue Streak sophomore forward Molly Brenlove rises for a
Senior guard Bridgette Moran
shot in last Saturday's 55-50 win over Marietta.
led the way with 15 points, and
..---------------~========::~ freshman forward Erin Biehle
picked up 10 boards.
Over the Christmas break , the
Streaks went 4-5 as they gained
just two conference victories.

T hings would not get any easier
after the break as Carroll headed
to Berea to take on cross-town rival Baldwin-Wallace. The Streaks'
84-56loss at the hands of the Yellow jackets dropped their record
to 4-5 OAC, 6-9 overall.
' It was a flat night for us,' Coach
CarolDugansaid. "B-Wbearusup
and down the coun, period "
The lone bright spot for JCU
was a 21 point effort by sophomore forward Molly Brenlove.
Carroll looked to turn things
around against Marietta last Saturday at home. They struggled offensively in the first half however,
shootmgonly 17 percent from the
field. But the Streaks turned up
the pressure defensively to key a
run late m the first half. Steals by
junior guard Bridget jordan and
three-pointers by sophomore
guard Christine Marrapese and
Moran gave JCU a 19-18 lead at
halftime.
After the break, the Streaks
came out of the gate with a full
court press and turned several
Marietta turnovers into layups,
building a 10 point lead with seven
minutes to play
Marietta countered with a 12-4
run of their own to tie the game
with two minutes to play, but
sophomore guard Kris Mihalic
came off the bench to hit a key
three-pointer to put the Streaks

ahead for good, 51-48. Marra pese
added rwo free throws to seal the
final margin, 55-50.
Biehle led the Streaks with 12
points, whileBrenloveled the way
with 11 rebounds.
"We always get the shots we
want, it's just a matter of making
them fall," Mihalic said. "We
slowed thingsdown,cameoutand
executed in the second half."
Biehle said the press was the
key m the second half.
"We really needed to compensate !for the shooting! with thereally hard defense, and that's what
kept us in the game," Biehle said.
Dugan said that they were taking the shots rheywamed, but they
just have not been falli ng.
"We're nor working the defense
enough," Dugan said. "The shots
are not falling so we really need to
step it up defensive) y."
While the Blue Streaks used
their defensive pressure to pull
away against Marietta and
Heidleberg, their shooting has
been anemic for most of the season. They are shooting only 37
percent from the field, 30 percent
from beyond the arc.
The Streaks improved ro5-6,89 overall, and they now stand 7th
in the OAC standings.
"This OAC race is wide open.
We just have tocomeou"t and take
charge," Mihalic said .

Dempsey, Juergens set swimming records
Women extend conference streak, men's streak halted
Don't miss our:

SUPER BOWL
SUNDAY PARTY

rom a ar training trip in sunny Florida, theswi m
teams were pushing themselves to
continue with the effort and preparefortheremainingthreeweeks
of their season. First on the list
were Case Western Reserve and
Hiram.
In each meet both teams de-

feared their opponents.
Forthe e
ictoriesoverCase
Western, 120- 5, an
1ram,
65, extended their streak to 25-0.
The women followed suit with
winning scores of 125-94 against
Case Western and 140-57 versus
Hiram. Multiple winners were
Rob Morris, Adam Samko,jamie
A uricch io and Jay Donato for the
men,andPamjimison,LaurieCar-

ong wit t ese v1ctones were
personal milestones for two of
john Carroll's swimmers.
In the Case meet, senior Peggy
Dempsey set rwo school records.
She broke her own records in both
the 200-yard free (1:5714) and the
500-yard f ree(5:09.68), both faster

see SWIM, page 9

Wings, Pizza,
Cal zones,
Sausage and
peppers,
Bud and Bud light
specials and more!
6:00 pm till the final gun.
$5.00 cover charge!
Don't miss your chance
at the $50,000 Budweiser cash Giveaway!

Utse 1/.,e

nights ay ana sarut~Ustc
This w~
ay
elcena: Friday, January 26 Rebels

Without Applause
Saturday, January 27 - Joe
Bell and the
Swing Lizards
Also: Oont't forget!University Heights Fraternal Order of
Police Lodge #87
Annual Italian Buffet Dinner Fund-Raiser
Sunday, February 25, 1996 Noon to 5:00 p.m.
All you can eat pizza, pasta, calzone, salads, desert, and nonalcoholic beverages for just $15.00.
Come support a great cause!

/

Steven R. Colaianni
about the team's performance.
Staff Reporter
!Placing fifth] is a great tribute to
The john Carroll University thisteam'sworkethic.•
wrestlingteamcannot be accused
As if wrestling nine nationally
of avoiding quality opponents.
ranked teams in their last ll dual
TheBlueStreakscompileda4- matches was not challenging
I record overthe
·
enough, the
semester break
S t rea k s
after facing five
faced tough
consecutive na••• SO long aS We
Division-11
tionally ranked
foe,Ashland,
opponents at
Stay healthy and
in theirfirst
the Division-lll
home meet
National Dual
keep getting good oftheseason
h amp ion last Friday.
ships. By placprodUCtiOn OUt Of
Perhaps ining fifth at the
spiredbythe
Duals, Carroll
fOUl seniOrS,
fact that this
was the first
moved up nine
We Will dO very
wrestling
places to 7th in
the Division-lll
meet at the
We//.
Don Shula
W rest I in g
Coaches Poll.
Sports CenCoach Kerry
tersince NoVolkmann also
Kerry Volkmann vember 30,
recorded the
1994, the
lOOth victory of
S t re a k s
his career when JCU defeated soundly defeated the Eagles, 25-7.
Cortland State,23-l5, in the openThe Streaks put forth a solid
ing round of the Duals.
team effort, but the biggest lifts of
"!lOOth victory] is a milestone the night came from two of the
for me," Volkmann said. "I've al- more unheralded wrestlers on the
ways been thankful for the talent roster.
that I've had around me. l've aljunior David Grubach rallied
ways tried totakeeachseason one from 4-2down to defeat Ashland's
step at a time . I was more excited Brad Addison, 5-4, in the 134-

Senior

J.J. Richardson
Junior

Dempsey set two school
records for the women's swim
team this past week. She broke
her own records in both the ·
200-yard free (I :57. 14) and the
500-yard free (5:09.68), and she
also made the "B" cuts for the
national championships.

Richardson led the men's
basketball team in scoring last
week netting 19 points against
Baldwin-Wallace and also
against Marietta. He is first in
the OAC in free throw percentage (91.8%) and tied for
third in scoring ( 19.0).

Peggy Dempsey

pound bout.lmprovinghisrecord
to6-l0on theyear,Grubach scored
atakedownwitheightsecondsremainingin the third period to take
the match. In the 177-pound
match, freshman Jim Ayers recorded the lone pin of theevenmg
just 1:37 into his match with
Ashland's Man Manley Ayers' victory gave the Streaks an insurmountable 22-7lead.
Thescheduledoesnotgetany
easierforjCU,B-5-1 in dual meets.
Hosting the Ohio Athletic Conference Duals this Friday and Saturday, JCU will welcome three
conference teams currently
ranked in the top 25 of the Division-lll Wrestling Coaches Poll
Mount Union (#16), BaldwinWallace (#24) and Ohio Nonh ern(#25)willjoinCapital,Heideiberg and Muskingum in the seventeam field.
"We will wrestle the tougher
teams on Saturday," said
Volkmann. "We need all ten guys
to be on the same high level of
competition in order for us to be
successful. I was very excited
aboutourshowingattheNational
Duals,so as longaswestay healt hy
and keep getting good production
and leadership out of the four seniors, we will do very well."
Wrestling fans should get a

e

fhe

Senior JJ. Huszczo gains the upper hand in his match last
weekend in the Don Shula Sports Center.
good look at rwoDivision -111 wrestlers who are ranked at the top of
their respective weight classes this
weekend at the OAC Duals. JCU
seniorjJ.Huszczo, 17-3,isrankcd
number one a t 118 pounds, while
Mount Union's Marcus Lambdin,
14-1, is the top ranked wrestler at
177 pounds.
"JJ.I H uszczol is off to his best

start ever," Volkmann said.
"'Huszczol is having a career year.
li uszczo's perfor rna nce,com bmed
with the performances of Andy
Worst, Jason Kessen an d john
McGuire fall seniors], has helped
to make us consistent this year.
The outcome of our season is very
closely related to our team health
and our senior leadership."

Men's b-ball falls to Marietta, 78-56, into first-place tie
Erik Boland
Staff Reporter
Coming out of the locker room
at halftime of Saturday's game at
Marietta, Coach Mike Moran
could only shake his head.
llis Blue

treaks r~il

3

-!1

Pfundstein, though, echoed
Moran's thoughts on emotion.
"Our whole keytowinningisemotion and intensity," Pfundsrein
said. "We had that against B-W,
but against Ma rietta, we d idn't
hav it W d n't a c h up too
well with them, I don't think."
Two weeks earlier,john Carroll
suffered their first OAC loss to
these same Pioneers, 64-62 in Uni versity Heights.
Although
Marietta trailsjCU and Capital in
the league by one game with a 6-4
record, Pfundstein sees the tight
OAC race as a way for the Blue
Streaks to regain theirfocus which
was lost in the 5-0 start.
"!think when wegowff to such
a good start we were looking past a
lot of things," Pf undstein said. "I
thihk now that we're back tied, it's
kind of like it's 0-0 in the OAC
again. Itmadeusthinkagainwhat

much quicker to the ball than us.
It's probably like a long chemistry
problem ... there're so many factors
that go into it !the poor performance]."
The loss dropped Carroll into a
f"rst

l ace tie with

ira\ both

after they stoned the basket for
just 21% in the first half. They
improved to 38% in the second
half, but still lost 78-56, their most
lopsideddefeatof the season. This
from a team which entered the
game ranked second in the Ohio
Athletic Conference in scoring at
over 78 points per game and coming off perhaps its best game of
the season, a 77-61 stomping of
rival Baldwin-Wallace.
"We had enough good scoring
opportunities," Moran said."If you
look at it statistically, our big men
got their shots. They !just] didn't
can them. They [Marietta] seemed

teams sharing a 7-3 conference
record. That's nothing to be
ashamed of, but disappointing in
thatjohn Carroll once led the conference with a 5-0 mark. They are
2-3 in their last five OACcontests.
"For us to compete for this
championship, we have to bring a
complete package to a ball game,"
Moran said. "We have to rely
heavily on emotion. We have to
rely on reboundi~g and defensive
efforts. A lot of thQse ugly things
are very important to us."
In the Marietta loss, JCU was
hammered on the ~ss 45-36.
Starting point 'uard David

SWIM

Juergens. •If anything, it will motivate us to be stronger rhe next
time we face Mount. They have
the impression that they can easily beat us, but that isn't the case,
and hopefully we will be ready to
prove it."
With only three weeks left in
rhe regular season, both teams are
planning to leave their mark again
at the Ohio Athletic Conference
Swimming Championships.
"t
In the week
oesn
ahead, the teams
face Oberlin at
over Ohio hurt US.,
homeonfridayand
Northern.
attempt to conquer
Meanwhile,
the men's
Jeff Juergens Baldwin-Wallace
t e a m - - - - - - - - - - - - in Berea on Saturday.
notched a
Withallof the hard work startvictoryagainstOhioNorthern,B924, but chalked a mark in the "L" ing to show, each swimmer is precolumn with a loss to Mount paring themselves for the climax
of a not her year.
Union, 68-44.
"We all support each other,"
Multiple winners were Kara
Newmeyer, Peggy Dempsey, Sandy stated sophomorejimison. "It isn't
Lobritz, Debbie janchar, Roslyn two teams out there. It is just two
Valentino for the women and Pat different scores. It has already
Carey, Jeff Juergens, jay Donato, been a challenging and exciting
Chns Ollison, Matt Olver, and year. Our practice times are improvmg, and everyone is feeling
Jamie Auricchio for rhe men.
"The loss doesn 't hurt us," said stronger in the water."

continued from page 8
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Wrestlers battle in OAC for national rankings

Women's hoops approaches .500 with win
Kevin Bachman

SPORTS
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than what she swam ar last year's
OAC championship. With the
times Dempsey has produced already, she has qualified for the "B"
cuts for the Division-111 National
Championships.
"This year we have trained
much harderthan in the past," said
Dempsey. "We are putting a lot
more yards in at practice.
'In Florida we practiced with
great intensity,and it is paying off.
My times nowarefaster then what
Thad in the OAC's last year. Hopefully, with the knowledge !gained
last year, lean return with the confidence 1 need to become an AllAmerican," Dempsey continued.
Also breaking a record against
Case Western was junior jeff
Juergens. He broke his own record
rime in the 1000-yard free with a
time of 10:02.42.
"Right now lam swimming at
the highest level I ever have, and I
think I have a pretty good shot at
nationals," stared Juergens. "My
best shot will probably be in the
1650-yard free."
With these wins under their

belt, the John CarrJI swimmers
prepared for the most c ha llengi ng
tri-meet yet, playing host to Mount
Union and Ohio t;Jorthern last
weekend .
The women extended their
streak ro 26-0, while a loss to
Mount Union halted themen'srun
at 25-1.
The women 's team made it a
clean sweep, claiming both a 7635 win over
M o u n t
Union and "Tio. 1
.oss
an80-33win

...e

we have w do [to be successful]."
"Maybe we looked too far down
the road," centerJeffreySesplankis
said. "Losing three of our last ftve
!has helped] us refocus. We're nor
looking long, term anymore."

sity Heights, the Cardmals upset
the Blue Streaks 69-63 in the 1995
OAC Tournament Quarterfinals.
However,jCU defeated Otterbein
68-62 earlier this season in
Westerville, Oh10. Smce Moran

"It's a dbuac tlon bemg t here

took over lhc progr:>m "' \()Q2 , th~

and having a high ranking[at one
point number one in the Great
Lakes Region]," Moran said. "It
doesn't help you stay focused on
your opponent at hand . When you
start looking at those other things.
that's when you slip real easy."
After last night's game at
Heidelberg, the Blue Streaks host
Otterbein Saturday night in the
Don Shula Sports Center. The last
time the two teams met in Univer-

series has been characterized by
close, hard-fought games.
"We match up great wah
them," Sesplankis said. "It was a
huge win on the road for us(earlier
in the season!. It got our confidence up."
"We play well against each
other," Pfundsteinsaid. "We know
each other pretty well with our
game plans and stuff like that. It's
a matter of who wants it more."

THESE EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO ALL
MEMBERS OF THE CARROU COMMUNITY
'\
PHONE 397-4320
THE FACULTY LECTURE SERIES WILL TAKE
PLACE IN THE JAMES A. BOHANNON SCIENCE
CENTER ROOM 256

d

. . . . . . 4100 p.m. Dr. . . . . . IE.

1'141111CII ............ CPAI ............. ...,_.,..
~~ ....... aiPwQIIIIVM
Aptl tB, 7:48p.m. Mike
Peace
UCTia'
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Kevin Bachman
Staff Reporter
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The john Carroll University
women's basketball team picked
up two key conference wms last
week as they look to raise their
intens1tym time for theOh10 Athletic Conference stretch run
The Streaks went into Tuesday
night's game agamst He1delberg
(l-9, 4-12 overall) hopmg to beat a
ream that just lost their top scorer
to injury.
Carroll opened up a 20-9lead
before the Student Princes came
back to tie the game at 25 before
halftime.
Things looked bad for JCU
when junior center Deana Bahhur
p1cked up her fourth foul wuh 13
minutes to play, but the Streaks
used a full court press to go on a
13-0run which gave them a 47-35
lead with five minutes to play.
The Student Princes never got
closer than seven the rest of the
way as jCU won, 61-45 Strong
shooting and rebounding led the
way for the Streaks as they shot 56
percent from the field and ourrebounded Heidelberg 35-18.
Senior guard Bridgette Moran
led the way with 15 points, and
freshman forward Erin Biehle
picked up 10 boards.
Over the Christmas break, the
Streaks went 4-5 as they gained
just two confe rence victories.

Things would not get any easier
after the break as Carroll headed
to Berea to take on cross-town rival Baldwin-Wallace. The Streaks'
84-56loss at the hands of the Yel low jackets dropped their record
to 4-5 OAC, 6-9 overall.
' It was a flat mght for us,' Coach
CaroiDugan said. "B-W beat us up
and down the court, period."
The lone bright spot for jCU
was a 21 point effort by sophomore forward Molly Brenlove.
Carroll looked to turn things
around agamst Marietta last Saturday at home. They struggled offensively in the first half however,
shooting only l7 percent from the
field. But the Streaks turned up
the pressure defensively to key a
run late in the first half. Steals by
junior guard Bridget jordan and
three-pointers by sophomore
guard Christine Marrapese and
Moran gave jCU a 19-18 lead at
halftime.
After the break, the Streaks
came out of the gate with a full
court press and turned several
Marietta turnovers into layups,
building a 10 point lead with seven
minutes to play.
Marietta countered with a 12-4
run of their own to tie the game
with two minutes to play, but
sophomore guard Kris Mihalic
came off the bench to hit a key
three-pointer to put the Streaks

Dempsey, Juergens set swimming records
Women extend conference streak, men's streak halted
Don't miss our:

SUPER BOWL
SUNDAY PARTY

roma
·ningtripinsunny Florida, the swim
teamswerepushingrhemselvesro
continue with the effort and prepare for the remaining three weeks
of their season. First on the list
were Case Western Reserve and
Hiram.
In each meet both teams de-

1ram,
65, extended their streak to 25-0.
The women followed suit with
winning scores of 125-94 against
Case Western and 140-57 versus
Hiram. Multiple winners were
Rob Morris, Adam Samko,jamie
Auricchio and jay Donato for the
men,andPamjimison,LaurieCar-

ong wn t ese vtctones were
personal milestones for two of
john Carroll's swimmers.
In the Case meet, senior Peggy
Dempsey set two school records.
She broke her own records in both
the 200-yard f ree(l:57.l4 )a nd the
500-yard free (5:09.68), both faster
see SWIM, page 9

Wings, Pizza,
Cal zones,
Sausage and
peppers,
Bud and Bud I ight
specials and more!
6:00 pm till the final gun.
$5.00 cover charge!
Don't miss your chance
at the $50.000 Budweiser cash Grveaway!

Without Applause
Saturday, January 27 - Joe
Bell and the
Swing Lizards
Also: Dont't forget!Univers1ty Heights Fraternal Order of
Police Lodge #87
Annual Italian Buffet Dinner Fund-Raiser
Sunday, February 25. 1996 Noon to 5:00p.m.
All you can eat p1zza. pasta, calzone, salads. desert. and nonalcoholic beverages for just $15.00.
Come support a great cause!

Steven R. Colaianni

about the team's performance.
IPlac1ng fifth] is a great tribute to
The john Carroll University this team's work ethic."
As if wrestling nine nationally
wrestlingteamcannot be accused
of avoiding quality opponents.
ranked teams m their last ll dual
The Blue Streaks compiled a 4- matches was not challenging
·
enough, the
1record overt he
semester break
St reaks
afterfacing five
faced wugh
Division-11
consecutive nationally ranked
foe, Ashland,
in their first
opponents at
the Division-Ill
home meet
National Dual
oftheseason
Championlast Friday.
ships. By placPerhaps ining fifth at the
spiredbyrhe
Duals, Carroll
fact that this
was the first
moved up nine
places ro 7th in
wrestling
the Division-Ill
meet at the
Don Shula
Wrestling
Spons CenCoaches Poll.
ter since NoCoach Kerry
Kerry Volkmann vember 30 ,
Volkmann also
1994, the
recorded the
lOOth victory of
Streaks
his career when jCU defeated sou ndly defeated the Eagles,25-7.
Cortland State, 23-15, in the openThe Streaks pur forth a solid
team effort, bur the biggest lifts of
ing round of the Duals.
"'lOOth victory] is a milesto ne the night came from two of the
for me," Volkmann said. "I've al- more unheralded wrestlers on the
ways been thankful for the talent roster.
junior David Grubach rallied
that 1've had around me. I've always tr ied to take each season one from 4-2down to defeat Ashland's
step at a time. I was more excited Brad Addison , 5-4, in the 134Staff Reporter

/

••. so long as we
stay healthy and
keep getting good
production out of
the four seniors,

we will do very

well.

Peggy Dempsey

J.J. Richardson

Senior
Dempsey set two school
records for the women's swim
team this past week. She broke
her own records in both the ·
200-yard free (I :57.14) and the
500-yard free (5:09.68), and she
also made the "B" cuts for the
national championships.

Junior
Richardson led the men's
basketball team in scoring last
week netting 19 points against
Baldwin-Wallace and also
against Marietta. He is first in
the OAC in free throw percentage (91.8%) and tied for
third in scoring ( 19 .0).

pound bout.lmprovmghisrecord
to6-10on rheyear,Grubachscored
a ta kedown with eight seconds remaininginthethird period to take
the match. ln the 177-pound
match, freshman jim Ayers recorded the lone pin oft he evening
just 1:37 into his march with
Ashland's Matt Man ley. Ayers' victory gave the Streaks an insurmountable 22-7lead.
The schedule does not get any
easier for jCU, 8-5-l in dual meets
Hosting the Ohio Athletic Conference Duals this Friday and Saturday, jCU will welcome three
conference teams currently
ranked in the top 25 of the Division-lll Wrestling Coaches Poll.
Mount Union (#16), BaldwinWallace (#24) and Ohio Nonhern(#25)will join Capital, Heidelbergand Muskinguminrhe seventeam field.
"We will wrestle the tougher
reams on Saturday," said
Volkmann. "We need all ten guys
to be on the same high level of
competition in order for us to be
successful. I was very excited
about our showing at the Nationa I
Duals,soas long as we stay healthy
and keep getting good production
and leadership out of the four seniors, we will do very well."
Wrestling fans should get a

Senior JJ_ Huszczo gains the upper hand in his match last
weekend in the Don Shula Sports Center.
good look at two Division-Ill wrestlers who are ranked at the top of
their respective we1gh1classes thi s
weekend at the OAC Duals. jCU
senior jJ. H uszczo, I 7-3, is ranked
number one at 118 pounds, while
Mount Union's Marcus Lambdin,
14-1, is the top ranked wrestler at
177 pounds.
"J J.IHuszczol is off to his best

start ever," Volkmann sa1d.
iHuszczol is having a career year.
lluszczo' performance,combined
with the performances of Andy
Worst, jason Ke sen and john
McGuire !all seniors!, has helped
to make us consistent this year.
The outcome of our season is very
closely related to our ream health
and our sen1or leadership."

Men's b-ball falls to Marietta, 78-56, into first-place tie
Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

Coming our of the locker room
at halftime of Saturday's game at
Marietta, Coach Mike Moran
could only shake his head .
J li Blue

trea~s

tri!· <:

-l

much quicker to the ball than us.
It's probably like a long chemistry
problem... there're so many factors
that go into it [the poor performance]."
The loss dropped Carroll into a

Pf undstein , thoug h, echoed
Moran's thoughts on emotion.
"Ourwholekeyrowinningisemotion and intensity," Pfundstein
said. "We had that against B-W,
but against Marietta , we didn't

f"r s t place tie with

h

a ita! both

v

i

w

d

n 'l

h

ur

ton

after they stoned the basket for
just 21% in the first haU. They
improved to 38% in the second
half, burstill1ost78-56,theirmosr
lopsided defeat of the season. This
from a team wh ich entered the
game ranked second in the Ohio
Athletic Conference in scoring at
over78 points pergameand coming off perhaps its best game of
the season, a 77-61 stomping of
rival Baldwin-Wallace.
·we had enough good scoring
opportunities,"Moransaid."lf you
look at it statistically, our big men
got their shots. They [justl didn't
can them. TheyiMarietta]seemed

teams sharing a 7-3 conference
record. That's nothing to be
ashamed of, but disappointing in
thatjohn Carroll once led the conference with a 5-0 mark. They are
2-3 in their last fiveOACcontests.
"For us to compete for this
championship, we have to bring a
complete package to a ball game,"
Moran said. "We have to rely
heavily on emotion. We have to
rely on reboundi~g and defensive
efforts. A lot of those ugly things
are very important to us."
ln the Marietta Joss, JCU was
hammered on the ~ass 45-36.
Starting point ~uard David

SWIM

belt, the john CarrJl swimmers Juergens. "If anything, it will moprepared for the most challenging tivate us to be stronger the next
tri-meet yet, playing host to Mount time we face Mount. They have
Union and Oh io Northern last the impression that they can easily beat us, but that isn't the case,
weekend.
'
The wome n extended their and hopefully we will be ready to
streak to 26-0, while a loss to prove it."
With only three weeks left in
Mount Union halted the men's run
the regular season, both teams are
at 25-1.
The women's team made it a planning to leave their mark again
clean sweep, claiming both a 76- at the Ohio Athletic Conference
Sw imming Cham35 win over
M o u n t - - - - - - - - - - - pionships.
Union and
1OSS d
~t
ln the week
II
ahead, the teams
an80-33win
fac e Oberlin at
over Ohio
US."
home on Friday and
Northern.
attempt to conquer
Meanwhile,
the men 's
Jeff Juergens Baldwin-Wallace
t e a m - - - - - - - - - - - in Berea on Saturday.
notched a
Wirhallof the hard work starrvicroryagainstOhioNorthern,8924, bu t chalked a mark in the "L" ing to show, each swimmer is precolumn with a loss to Mount paring themselves for the climax
of another year.
Union, 68-44.
"We all support each other,"
Multiple winners were Kara
ewmeyer,Peggy Dempsey,Sandy stated sophomoreJ 1m ison "It isn't
Lobrnz, Debbie janchar, Roslyn two teams out there. It is just two
Valentino for the women and Pat different scores. lt has already
Carey, Jeff Juergens, jay Donato, been a challenging and excmng
Chris Ollison, Matt Olver, and year. Our practice times are improving, and everyone is feeling
Jamie Auricchiofor the men.
"The loss doesn't hun us," said stronger in the warer."

continued from page 8
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Wrestlers battle in OAC for national rankings

Women's hoops approaches .500 with win
ahead for good, 51-48. Marrapese
added rwo free throws lO sealrhe
final margm, 55-50.
Biehle led the Streaks with 12
points, while Bren love led the way
with 11 rebounds.
"We always get the shots we
want, it's just a matter of making
them fall," Mihalic said. "We
slowed rhingsdown,cameout and
executed in the second half ·
B1ehle said the press was the
key in the second ha If
"We really needed to compensate [for the shooting! with thereally hard defense, and that's what
kept us in the game," Biehle said.
Dugan satd that they were taking the shots they wanted, but they
just have not been falling.
"We're not working the defense
enough," Dugan said. "The shots
are not falling so we rea 11y need to
step it up defensively:"
While the Blue Streaks used
their defensive pressure to pull
away against Marieua and
Heidleberg, their shooting has
been anemic for most of the season. They are shooting only 37
percent from the field,30 percent
from beyond the arc.
The Streaks improved to 5-6,89 overall, and they now stand 7th
in the OAC standings.
"This OAC race is wide open.
We just have to come oui and take
charge," Mihalic said.

SPORTS
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than what she swam arlasr year's
OAC championship. With the
times Dempsey has produced already, she has qualified for the "B"
cuts for the Division-Ill National
Championships.
"This year we have trained
much harder than in the past," said
Dempsey. "We are putting a lot
more yards in at practice.
"In Florida we practiced with
great intensity,and it is paying off.
My times now arefaster then what
I had in the OACs last year. Hopefully, with the knowledge !gained
last year, I can return with the confidence I need to become an A 11American," Dempseycominued.
Also breaking a record against
Case Western was junior Jeff
Juergens. He broke his own record
time in the 1000-yard free with a
rime of 10:02.42.
"Right now I am swimming at
the highest level! ever have, and I
think I have a pretty good shot at
nationals," stated Juergens. "My
best shot \.\'ill probably be in the
1650-yard free.·
With these wins under their

"'r'he

hurt

well with them, I don't think."
Two weeks earlier,john Carroll
suffered their first OAC loss to
these same Pioneers,64-62 in Uni versity Heights.
Although
Marietta trailsJCU and Capital in
the league by one game with a 6-4
record, Pfundstein sees the tight
OAC race as a way for the Blue
Streaks to regain their focus which
was lost in the 5-0 start.
"I think when wegoroff to such
agoodsranwewerelookingpasta
lot of things," Pfundstein said. "I
thihk now that we're back tied, it's
kind of like it's 0·0 in the OAC
again. Itmadeusthinkagainwhat

oesn

we have ro do Ito be successful]."
"Maybe we looked too far down
the road ," centerJeffrey Sesplank is
said. "losing three of our last five
[has helped] us refocus. We're not
looking long term anymore."
"tt's a

di ~ t ra c ll o n

sity Heights, the Cardinals upset
the Blue Streaks 69-63 in the 1995
OAC Tournament Quarterfinals.
However,JCU defeated Otterbein
68-62 earlier this season in
Westervli\e , Oh10. Since Moran

b e ing l here

1onk ove r the ro r,ram in \QC)1. ''"'

and having a high rankmglatone
point number one in the Great
Lakes Region!," Moran said. "It
doesn't help you stay focused on
youropponenrarhand.VVhenyou
startlooking at those other things,
that's when you slip real easy."
After last night's game at
Heidelberg, the Blue Streaks host
Otterbein Saturday night in the
Don Shu Ia Sports Center. The last
time the two reams met in Univer-

series has been characterized by
close, hard-fought games.
· we match up great w1th
them," Sesplankis said. "It was a
huge win on the road for us(earlier
in the season]. It gor our confidence up.•
"VVe play well against each
orher,"PCundsteinsaid. "Weknow
each other pretty well with our
game plans and stuff like that. It's
a matter of who wants it more."

THESE EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO ALL
Ma.ERS OF THE CARROLL COMMUNITY
'\
PHONE 3e7-4320
THE FACULTY LECTURE SERIU WILL TAKE
PLACE IN THE .IAIID A. BOHANNON set•NCE
CENTER ROOM 258
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Dismantling the time bomb
So, how was your breah?
realized that the Spirit was opening it all along. I lost
I've been asked that question many times during the most important person in my life, someone to
my five years in college, and my answers generally whom l had given everything. But with the guidance
have ranged from "great" to "fine" to "alii did was of some very special people - some I had known well,
sleep.. ." Last week , however, my answer was very others I had just met, !learned that I first needed to
different. For the first time, my answer held special give myself to myselfbefore !could give myself away.
meaning.Andit intensified ·-----~~~~~==~ These angels surrounded me with
as I looked into the eyes of
love, held me up, opened the door
those who witnessed my
Karen
and filled my cup.
downward spiral last seObrzut
Godgrantmetheserenitytoaccept
mester.
Entertairment
the things I cannot change.
Anything that can go
Editor
As far back as 1 can remember, I
wrong...
have tried tocontrolthingsoutof my
Fearfulness after my
control. If 1 couldn't, then it meant
grandmother's stroke,
that I was somehow failing. Last sestress from a pproachi ngfiConmentary ....__ _,____.....
mester, I was "failing" big time. ! had
nals, uncertainty about life
so many questions about so many

at Border's for as little as $2.98, but cost $10 at the JCU
Bookstore. Another example of Border's offering more
reasonable prices is an Electrodynamics textbook for
JCU's Electricity and Magnetism course, which costs $75
atjCU but only $56 at Border's. "I don't know how, or
for what reasons this book's price is reduced so much at
Border's, but ir's always possible. They may have more
of the books and less of a demand than we do," said jim
f h C
k
Traverse, manager 0 t eJ U Boo store.
In addition, there are places in the area that sell
books for half-price, but do not sell all of the textbooks
that students need. There are places that do sell almost
every college textbook under the sun and charge much
less than JCU's booksrDr.e. such. as Stuu.c.u~~..,~;~~~U....UlU:o.&·I.L,-.,.af..,te.,.r...;g;;..ra~drrur::a~tir'!'oFrn7r-mat"Tl!'t11c~oiT1nT!-r.t-1m'!mT!"''trrn~m~r-"mm~>fm"'M'~t,.hll"!!.n~g~s,:!!an"'!dtri!!'w"'l'el'r.n!!"lt~fr~o_rnll":o~n
, l"'e'l'!pe~rso~nll!'to-----·~~~
Canton, Ohio. At this wholesale store (where everyfinally exploded when, after three years together, cause God is inside.
It doesn't mean I won't continue to question why
my fiance and I went our separate ways. Everything
thing is sold directly at the publisher's price and books
my
grandmother can no longer express herself
fell
apart.
I
didn't
eat
or
sleep.
l
barely
made
it
to
can be sold back for almost their full value), one can
through words. Or how my fiance and I grew apart.
classes. By the end of finals week, I was empty.
usually save around $10 on a book that costs about $60
But, how liberating it is to let that Spirit control what
You cannot give from an empty cup.
a[jCU. According to Traverse, this is because thejCU
I've heard it said that God never closes one door I cannot.
So, how was your break?
Bookstore adds a 25 percent markup fee to the net
without opening another. Oh, how l wanted to beIn a word: Healing.
lieve it. But I couldn't- until Christmas Eve, when 1
publisher's price, because the bookstore is a profitable
business.
ThejCU Bookstore has a complete monopoly on the
books we need. Unfortunately, there are many more
problems concerning the books we buy on campus.
fear of being a 'raving" feminist. Many women
What is a feminist?
From the grotesquely small amount of money we get
think that the perception of a feminist is a radical
There is no such thing as a "sorta" feminist It is
when we attempt to sell our books back to paying an
bra-burning dyke who is outspoken and over! y
like being pregnant, you are or you aren't. You are
aggressive. I would have to disagree.
arm and a leg for a textbook in a course where the
either for the empowerAt the same time, Martha
professor only touches on one chapter, we must learn to ment of women in a
Stewart, the model of domesticity,
society
where
many
Gina
play the game.
is looked down on by some for her
obstacles hinder them, or
Buying books is all one big guessing game. Should
Girardot
horne decorating skills and her
you are willing to sit back
we spend two weeks searching the state for more inex~itr;:;ws & Business
gourmet recipes as a being superfiand be a victim to a
cial and detrimental to the feminist
pcnsi ve versions of our text books, or do we succumb to society which is biased.
movement. Criticizing the encourRefreshingly,
I
do
not
the convienience of our bookstore?
agement of the typical women's

Our own worst enemies

HIT: Being back with all of our friends
after a long month apart. m I s s: Having to
go back to classes, after a very quick four
weeks without them. m I s s: Needing your
1.0. at all times to get into the dining hall--no
exceptions. HIT: The new waffle bar in the
dining hall. mIss: Icy sidewalks all around
the quad. m I s s: 40-degree temperature
changes from one day to the next. HIT: Ice
Skating night during Welcome Back Week.
m I s s: New, even earlier doctor's hours at
Health Services... when you're sick, it's even
harder to get there by 9:00 a.m. HIT: More
and better doughnuts at breakfast. m I s s:
Welcome Back Week's ''Ronaldi the Magician" on Saturday night.

unmoved; Clinton easily won the nomination .
In the fall campaign, the tables were
After a year of immersion in the 1992
presidential campaign, Tom Rosenstiel of turned. Bush took a beating in the press,
the LosAngelesTimeswrotea book in which only 29 percent "good" coverage, compared
heconcludedthatBillClintonwontheelec- with 52 percent for Clinton. These numtion because people were tired of George bers come from research by Robert Lichter
Bush. Voters didn't know who Clinton was and Richard Noyes of the Center for Media
or what he intended to do, but he wasn't and Public Affairs.
Bush, and that's all that counted.
Does press coverage or noncoverage of
Political studies of this kind raise a ques- the "issues" count1 Obviously; the electorlion for which no one has a definitive an- ate didn't need newspapers during the Great
swer:Whatmattersinpoliticalcampaigns? Depression of the 1930s to know that the
If Bush was a dead duck all along, did scan- country was in deep trouble. But "issues"
dal or speeches matter, the TV ads, the press ordinarily aren't thatclearcut,and the press,
coverage, the "issues"? What will matter in in any case, is not especially qualified to
1996?
deal with them.
Before the 1992 campaign, a number of
"The press weakness," as Rosenstiel put
thoughtful journalists, led by David Broder it, "is not the absence of good intentions. Its
of The Washington Post, had concluded that bigger failure is a lack of imellectual rigor.
"negative" TV and radio ads were often de- Parsing the logic of a candidate's arguments
cisive in campaigns and had become the isharderthanrnakingjudgmentsaboutthe
curse of democracy in America.It was there- strategic motive behind them."
fore up to the press to defeat or neutralize
A Freedom Forum report on coverage of
theimpactof these ads bymonitoringthem the 1992 presidential campaign "happily
for truth and accuracy. A number of med ia concludes that it was probably the best ever
organizations took up the challenge and, in American history, both quantitatively
collectively, deconstructed a large number andqualitatively." Yet the detailed analyses
of ads in 1992.
of Lichter and Noyes demonstrate that
Was the effort worth it? It is not clear roughly 90 percent of all media reports on
that it was, Broder reported recently. A smd y campaign "issues" in 1992 were superficial,
of elections in California in 1990 and 1992, even by the generous standards the reconducted by two university researchers, searchers employed. In their classifica tion
found that negative ads have at least one system, an "issues" piece qualified as "exvirtue. They provide helpful information tensive" if it received 20 seconds of broadabout "issues" to a lot of people. They don't cast time ortwo paragraphs in a newspaper.
change many votes, but they polarize partiThe Post, for example, produced during
sans, discourage independents from voting the last 58 days before the election more
and reinforce cynicism toward politics and than 6,000 column inches of substantive
politicians. The monitoringactivitiesof the material on issues and policies. But that
press aggravate, rather than cure, these ten- was only a third of its political coverage in
dencies.
that period. The other two-thirds was deWe don't know in what other unsus- voted to "nonsubstantive" stuff: campaign
peered ways the press affects campaigns. strategies and styles, 'horse race" speculaNearly60percent of the network news sto- tions, gaffes, lampoons of the candidates,
ries about Clinton were "bad" during the gossip and other trivia.
Democr'!.tic primari ~).n__e~rly !2))2.fo r his ~
Bias in the press has been regarde.d as a
rivals in almost every instance, "gOod" sto- problem for many years. "Few reporters,"
ries outnumbered the "bad," in some cases Rosenstiel concluded, "believe in objectivbyratiosof asmuchas3tol. The public was ity,theidea that a journalist is neutral. They
The Washington Post

To buy or not
to buy: ThejCU

HITS & misses
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• Views/ Ed ito rial

It's nothing new, really. People have been complaining about the prices in the john Carroll University
Bookstore as long as there have been students at Carroll.
Across cam pus, students share horror stories about how
""' they survived their first nightmarish trip to the bookstore (many of us will be making a succession of return
trips, waiting for books to come in). But the time has
come for us to collectively wake up to the problem, face
it and challenge it.
We have a legitimate gripe. We know that the prices
are off base because it is possible (not just convenient) to
buy the exact same textbooks elsewhere for much less.
One example is Border's Books and Music. For a number
of English classes offered here, books such as F. Scott
Fitzgerald's classic, The Great Gats by, can be purchased
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care to discuss the issues
----~ Commentary
role in and of itself is stereotypical;
of unequal wages for
in reality Stewart is an entreprequalified women, or the
neur who has successfully tapped
fact that women are 51
imo a market and made millions of dollars.
percent of the American population and are
Being feminist means doing what you want to
represented by a measly 8 percent in Congress,
do,
and standing up to the injustices of the world.
although, yes, these are important issues that need
This can mean taking the courage to file a sexual
to be addressed. And no, this is not about maleharassment suit in the workplace, or opting to stay
bashing.
home with your children because you feel that a
The problem is deeper than a male dominated
consistent home environment is the most important
society. The root of the problem is the women's
base for a child to build on.
perspective on the women's movement.
Being a feminist doesn't necessarily mean
The ideology of the American woman is
protesting
on Capitol Hill and giving speeches to
bipolar. We are supposed to want a success£ ul
large groups of women, although this too has a
career, or be farnily oriented. Representatives of
place in the women's movement.
these two extremes, Hillary Clinton and Martha
Perhaps if women would realize this and stop
Stewart, show that the women we love to hate
contributing
to stereotypes by forcing extremes on
exempli£ y how confused women are about what
feminists in the womens'movement, women would
kinds of rights they want.
be more united lf women are contributing to their
The American voter dislikes Hillary Clinton
own stereotypes, how will the rest of society
because she is too aggressive and goal oriented. My
improve their views? just as Martha Stewart is
question is what is wrong with being aggressive?
actual! y a shrewd businesswoman with domestic
Hillary has taken the position of First Lady and
talent and Hillary Clinton is a power attorney
has manipulated it to its full potential to get her
juggling
the responsibilities of the First Lady,
programs approved, while being a mother.!
women can encompass many different shades to be
cons1der these characteristics smart and ingenious.
a true feminist.
Yet, women do not want to support her role for

strive, rather, to be fair.... But by 1992 the
press's devotion to fairness was giving way
to something else. journalism was becoming more subjective, and in politics, the distance between journalists and intellectuals
involved in reshaping the Democratic party
had narrowed."
lt is no secret that a plurality of journalists in this country have identified with the
Democratic party since the New Deal and
the unionization of newsrooms. This may
pose a "professional" or 'ethical" problem
fort he press, but whet her it is a problem for
the political system is less clear. Most postelection studies of the 1992 campaign conclude, as Larry Sabato of the University of
Virginia wrote, that"seemingly,everywhere
one looked in the summer and autumn of
1992, Bush and Quayle were being bashed ,
and Clinton and Gore were being hailed by
the media."
Even granting that argument, Bush'sdecline in popular support occurred long before the fall campaign began and was primarily the result of an economy in recession. He had a 90percentapproval rating in

---

•Views/ Letters to the editor
JCU service vans need servicing
This letter addresses anyone concerned
with the condition of the Project Gold van,
a. k a. Death Trap, Flea Mobile and White
Wrangler!
Many students atJCU are in danger. I in
no way want to undermine the efforts of
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any project which needs this van . Nor dol
wish to insult anyone who organizes the
use of these vans. I realize thatthese people
are doing good things. However, the events
that occurred on Saturday, Nov. 18, 1995,
still concern me. On that morning, the FoCUS food drive was bringing over 200 boxes
of food to the Hough neighborhood. The
Project Gold van broke down. There were
over 70 boxes of food in this van alone.
While we feel fortunate to use this van, the
fact that the brakes don't work, the doors
don't stay closed and it continually stalls
creates major hassles. If it wasn't for some
creative genius, the food may have never
gotten to the waiting families.
Does the safety of students using this
van worryanyoneelse? While lam thankful that the university supplies transportation, 1 would hate to see some of my fellow
students get hurt or perhaps die.
lt also seems odd that students whocarry
on the jtsuit mission at JCU through service use the most dangerous van. These
students, who don't a I ways work in the safest neighborhoods, should be entitled to
peace of mind that they will make it home
safely. I'm not saying that students who are
associated with service projects are entitled
to some "con version van," but one that works
would be nice.
lt disturbs me that students have accepted the fact that a dangerous van is bet-

· Melissa
Tllk
Editor-lrK:hlel

1991 after the gulf war,-but by late April
1992, according to a CBS/New York Times
poll, his approval rating had fallen to 35
percent A poll taken by ABC during the
Democratic convention gave Clinton 45
percent of the vote, Bush 28 percent and
Ross Perot 20percent. From that point until
the election, Bush gained ground despite
press "bashing"and wound up with 37 percent of the vote to 43 percent for Clinton
and l9 percent for Perot.
There is another as pect to the tale.
Clinton's standmg with the press was not
high during the nom ina ti ng season nor has
it been highsincehiselecnon.The bad press
he endured early in 1992 from the womanizing and draft-dodging issues was far
greater than anything Bush encountered
that year.The real pm up boy fort he press in
l992 was Paul Tsongas, who won journalistic hearts and minds as Bruce Babb1tt had
in l988and Morris Udall in 1976. They were
all losers. The point is that the significance
of bias is no more understood than any
other of the political processes of the 20th
century.

ter than no van. The sad but wonderful
truth is that service is so important to them
that they continue to use this van because it
is the only way they can help others.
Please, Ia ugh at this letter, get a ngrywit h
this letter, but read this letter. Give me an
earful, but answer me. We deserve clarification to help us understand how to alleviate this problem.
Megan Baldino
Co-chair, Operation FOCUS

Thanks for food drive success
On Saturday, Nov. 18,1995, 40 JCU students delivered over 200 boxes of food to 50
families of St. Agnes, Our Lady of Fatima
Parish in the Hough neighborhood. This
letter goes to all people who helped make
Operation FOCUS a raging success.
Thank you first to all the students who
volunteered time, money and energy. Thank
you to all of the university departments
who contributed food and money: Thank
you to the JCU community, who participated in FOCUS raffles, fund-raisers and
the Adopt-A-Family program. RHAdid an
awesome job with dorm collections and getting on-campus students involved.
To anyone who we have left out, thank
you. We appreciate the efforts made by the
JCU community, who made this the most
New year, new classes, new professors,
new features in the Carroll News. Yeah, the
Forum and Editorialsectionsof the CN have
gotten somewhat of a makeover for the new
semester. But, what does that mean to you
as a CN reader? More opinion, and more
importantly- more voices. Look for guest
columnists from aU walks of theJCU communityon these pages in the coming weeks
as well as the standard staff commentaries

successful food drive in history:
Megan Baldino
Bridget Meehan
Co-chairs, Operation FOCUS

Individual caution reduces risk
of crime
We were appalled by Professor Lauren
Bowen's statement, in the Nov. 30 CN, criti·
cizing the attempt by JCU administrators
to caution students to take responsibility
for themselves and their safety. Sexual assaults, robbery, homicide, etc., are not the
fault of the victim, but we as individuals
can minimize the risk if we are alert, cautious and use good judgment.
What's wrong with experienced adults
trying toed ucate other adults that tragedy
can sometimes be avoided by practicing
"caution and defensive measures?" Bowen's
approach of rehabilitating men is an excellent goa~ but let's be rea listie. Can't we do
both?
Richard and Annette Herr
jCU Parents

Editor's Note: Due to space concerns last st·
mester, these letters were held over for print
in this issue.
and criticisms.
Plus, we're not ones to tout our own success, but from your perspective as a reader
it's important to know how the publication
you're current! y holding compares to other
weekly college newspapers. With that in
mind, theCNhas beenawared first place in
Overall Excellence by the SocietyforCollegiatejournalists, the oldest honorary society for student journalists in America

.......
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To buy or not
to buy: ThejCU
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Dismantling the time bomb

So, how was your break?
realized that the Spirit was opening it all along. I lost
I've been asked that question many times during the most important person in my life, someone to
at Border's for as little as $2.98, but cost $10 at the JCU
my five years in college, and my answers generally whom I had given everything. But with the guidance
Bookstore. Another example of Border's offering more
have ranged from "great" to "fine" to "all I did was of some very special people- some I had known well,
reasonable prices is an Electrodynamics textbook for
sleep.. ." Last week, however, my answer was very others I had just met, I learned that I first needed to
JCU's Electricity and Magnetism course, which costs $75 different. For the first time, my answer held special give myself to myselfbefore !could give myself away.
k
h
meaning.Andit imensified ·-----~~~~~::=~ These angels surrounded me wi th
atJCU but only $56 at Border's. "1 don't now ow, or
as !looked into the eyes of
love, held me up, opened the door
for what reasons this book's price is reduced so much at those who witnessed my
Karen
and filled my cup.
Border's, but it's always possible. They may have more
downward spiral last seObrzut
Godgrantmetheserenitytoaccept
of the books and less of a demand than we do," said Jim
mester.
Entertairment
the things I cannot change-.
f h
k
Anything that can go
Editor
As far back as I can remember, I
0
Traverse, manager t e JCU Boo store.
wrong...
have tried to control thingsoutof my
In addition, there are places in the area that sell
Fearfulness after my
controL If 1 couldn't, then it meant
books for half-price, but do not sell all of the textbooks
grandmother's stroke,
that I was somehow failing. Last sethat students need. There are places that do sell almost
stressfromapproachingfiCommentary.....__ _....__....
mester, I was "failing" big time. I had
every college textbook under the sun and charge much
nals, uncertainty about life
so many questions about so many
1essthanJCU'sbooksto.re,.suchasStwenu:g;w;..ulC..l·ll..-.,af..,te"'r~g~ra~drrual'mlti~o~nrr-ma~lrulc~o'r!ntt-l'lMmim!!l't'trm~mrlHr-'l!mm~fm-,m~t~hl~·n;:ig~s,~an~d.,.Ieow'll'el'l!n"'t~"~fr~o~m~orln!"leftpe!ilr!!lso~n~to_ _....__......~-~

Canton, Ohio. At this wholesale store (where everything is sold directly at the publisher's price and books
can be sold back for almost their full value), one can
usually save around $10 on a book that costs about $60
atJCU. According to Traverse, this is because the)CU
Bookstore adds a 25 percent markup fee to the net
publisher's price, because the bookstore is a profitable
business.
The)CU Bookstore has a complete monopoly on the
books we need. Unfortunately, there are many more
problems concerning the books we buy on campus.
From the grotesquely small amount of money we get
when we attempt to sell our books back to paying an
arm and a leg for a textbook in a course where the
professor only touches on one chapter, we must learn to
play the game.
Buying books is all one big guessing game. Should
we spend two weeks searching the state for more inexpensive versions of our textbooks, or do we succumb to
the convienience of our bookstore?

HITS & misses
HIT: Being back with all of our friends
after a long month apart. m I s s: Having to
go back to classes, after a very quick four
weeks without them. m I s s: Needing your
1.0. at all times to get into the dining hall--no
exceptions. HIT: The new waffle bar in the
dining hall. m I s s: Icy sidewalks all around
the quad. m I s s: 40-degree temperature
changes from one day to the next. HIT: Ice
Skating night during Welcome Back Week.
m I s s: New, even earlier doctor's hours at
Health Services... when you're sick, it's even
harder to get there by 9:00 a.m. HIT: More
and better doughnuts at breakfast. m I s s:
Welcome Back Week's ''Ronaldi the Magician" on Saturday night.
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•Views/Editorial

It's nothing new, really. People have been complaining about the prices in the j ohn Carroll University
Bookstore as long as there have been students at Carroll.
Across campus, students share horror stories about how
,.. they survived their first nightmarish trip to the bookstore (many of us will be making a succession of return
trips, waiting for books to come in). But the time has
come for us to collectively wake up to the problem, face
it and challenge it.
We have a legitimate gripe. We know that the prices
are off base because it is possible (not just convenient) to
buy the exact same textbooks elsewhere for much less.
One example is Border's Books and Music. For a number
of English classes offered here, books such as F. Scott
Fitzgerald's classic, The Great Gats by, can be purchased
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finally exploded when, after three years together,
my fiance and I went our separate ways. Everything
fell apart. I didn't eat or sleep. I barely made it to
classes. By the end of finals week, I was empty.
You cannotgivefrom an empty cup.
I've heard it said that God never closes one door
without opening another. Oh, how I wanted to believe it. But I couldn't- until Christmas Eve, when I

cause God is inside.
It doesn't mean I won't continue to question why
my grandmother can no longer express herself
through words. Or how my fiance and I grew apart.
But, how liberating it is to let that Spirit control what
!cannot.
So, how was your break?
In a word: Healing

Our own worst enemies
fear of being a 'raving' feminist. Many women
What is a feminist?
think that the perception of a feminist is a radical
There is no such thing as a "sorta" feminist It is
bra-burning dyke who is outspoken and overly
like being pregnant, you are or you aren't. You are
aggressive. I would have to disagree
either for the em powerAt the same time, Martha
ment of women in a
Stewart, the model of domesticity,
society where many
Gina
is looked down on by some for her
obstacles hinder them, or
Girardot
home decorating skills and her
you are willing to sit back
Int. News& Business
gourmet recipes as a being superfiand be a victim to a
Editor
cial and detrimental to the feminist
society which is biased.
movement. Criticizing the encourRefreshingly, I do not
agement of the typical women's
care to discuss the issues
of unequal wages for
~~~==~~~c:o:mmen:_:~t:a~ry-- role in and of itself is stereotypical;
in reality Stewart is an entreprequalified women, or the
neur who has successfully tapped
fact that women are 51
into a market and made millions of dollars.
percent of the American population and are
Being feminist means doing what you want to
represented by a measly 8 percent in Congress,
do, and standing up to the injustices of the world.
although, yes, these are important issues that need
This can mean taking the courage to file a sexual
to be addressed. And no, this is not about maleharassment suit in the workplace, or opting to stay
bashing.
home with your children because you feel that a
The problem is deeper than a male dominated
consistent home environment is the most important
society. The root of the problem is the women's
base for a child to build on.
perspective on the women's movement.
Being a feminist doesn't necessarily mean
The ideology of the American woman is
protesting on Capitol Hill and giving speeches to
bipolar. We are supposed to want a success[ ul
large groups of women, although this too has a
career, or be family oriented. Representatives of
place in the women's movement.
these two extremes, Hillary Cli mon and Martha
Perhaps if women would realize this and stop
Stewart, show that the women we love to hate
contributing to stereotypes by forcing extremes on
exemplify how confused women are about what
feminists in the womens' movement, women would
kinds of rights they want.
be more united. If women are contributing to their
The American voter dislikes Hillary Clinton
own
stereotypes, how will the rest of society
because she is too aggressive and goal oriented. My
improve their views? just as Martha Stewart is
question is what is wrong with being aggressive?
actually a shrewd businesswoman with domestic
Hillary has taken the position of First Lady and
talent and Hillary Clinton is a power attorney
has manipulated it to its full potential to get her
juggling
the responsibilities of the First Lady,
programs approved, while being a mother. I
considerthese characteristics smart and ingenious. women can encompass many different shades to be
a true feminist.
Yet, women do not want to support her role for

Richard Harwood
unmoved; Clinton easily won the nominaThe Washington Post
tion.
After a year of immersion in the 1992
In the fall campaign, the tables were
presidential campaign, Tom Rosenstiel of turned. Bush took a beating in the press,
thel..osAngdesTimeswrotea book in wh ich only 29 percent "good" coverage, compared
he concluded that Bill Clinton won thee lee- with 52 percent for Clinton. These num tion because people were tired of George bers come from research by Robert Lichter
Bush. Voters didn't know who Clinton was and Richard Noyes of the Center for Media
or what he intended to do, but he wasn 't and Public Affairs.
Bush , and that's all that counted.
Does press coverage or noncoverage of
Political studies of this kind raise a ques- the "issues" count7 Obviously, the electortion for which no one has a definitive an- atedidn'tneednewspapersduringtheGreat
swer:Whatmattersinpolitical campaigns? Depression of the 1930s to know that the
If Bush was a dead duck all along, did scan- country was in deep trouble. But "issues"
dalorspeechesmatter,the TV ads, the press ordinarily aren 't thatclearcut,and the press,
coverage, the "issues"? What will matter in in any case, is not especially qualified to
1996?
deal with them.
Before the 1992 campaign, a number of
"The press weakness," as Rosenstiel put
thoughtful journalists, led by David Broder it, "is not the absence of good intentions. Its
of The Washington Post,had concluded that bigger failure is a lack of intellectual rigor.
"negative" TV and radio ads were of ten de- Parsing the logic of a candidate's arguments
cisive in campaigns and had become the is harden han makingjudgments about the
curse of democracy in America. It was there- strategic motive behind them."
fore up to the press to defeat or neutralize
A Freedom Forum report on coverage of
theimpactoftheseadsbymonitoringthem the 1992 presidential campaign "happily
for truth and accuracy. A number of media concludes that it was probably the best ever
organizations took up the challenge and , in American history, both quantitatively
collectively, deconstructed a large number and qualitatively." Yet the detailed analyses
of ads in 1992.
of Lichter and Noyes demonstrate that
Was the effort worth it? lt is not clear roughly 90 percent of all media reports on
thatitwas,Broderreported recently. A study campaign "issues" in 1992 were superficial,
of elections in California in 1990 and 1992, even by the generous standards the reconducted by two university researchers, searchers employed. In their classifi cation
found that negative ads have at least one system, an "issues" piece qualified as "exvirtue. They provide helpful information tensive" if it received 20 seconds of broadabout "issues" to a lot of people. They don't cast timeortwo paragraphs ina newspaper.
change many votes, but they polarize partiThe Post, for example, produced during
sans,discourageindependentsfrom voting the last 58 days before the election more
and reinforce cynicism toward politics and than 6,000 column inches of substantive
politicians. The monitoringactivitiesofthe material on issues and policies. But that
press aggravate, ratherthan cure, these ten- was only a third of its political coverage in
dencies.
that period. The other two-thirds was deWe don't know in what other unsus- voted to "nonsubstantive" stuff: campaign
peered ways the press affects campaigns. strategies and styles, 'horse race" speculaNearly60percentofthenetworknewssto- tions, gaffes, lampoons of the candidates,
ries about Clinton were "bad" during the gossip and other trivia.
Democratjc rif!! ari~~ i. 8_e:j_rly1 9\)2. For hi s _ ._Bias in the ress has been re arded as a
rivals in almost every instance, "good" sto- problem for many years. "Few reporters,"
ries outnumbered the "bad," in some cases Rosenstiel concluded, "believe in objectivbyratiosof asmuchas3tol. The public was ity,the idea that a journalist is neutral. They

strive, rather, to be fair.... But by 1992 the
press's devotion to fairness was giving way
to something else. journalism was becoming more subjective, and in politics, thedista nee between journalists and intellectuals
in valved in reshaping the Democratic party
had narrowed."
It is no secret that a plurality of journalists in this country have identified with the
Democratic party since the New Deal and
the unionization of newsrooms. This may
pose a "professional" or 'ethical" problem
fort he press, but whether it is a problem for
the political system is less clear. Most post·
election studies of the 1992 campaign conclude, as Larry Sabato of the University of
Virginia wrote, that "seemingly, everywhere
one looked in the summer and autumn of
1992, Bush and Quayle were being bashed,
and Clinton and Gore were being hailed by
the media."
Even granting that argument, Bush's decline in popular support occurred long before the fall campaign began and was pnmarily the result of an economy in reces
sion.He had a 90percentapproval rating in

This letter addresses anyone concerned
with the condition of the Project Gold van,
a. k. a. Death Trap, Flea Mobile and White
Wrangler!
ManystudentsatJCU are in danger. I in
no way want to undermine the efforts of
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any project which needs this van. Nor do I ter than no van. The sad but wonderful
wish to insult anyone who organizes the truth is that service is so important to them
use of these vans. I realize that these people that they continue to use this van because it
are doing good things. However,theevents is the only way they can help others.
that occurred on Saturday, Nov. 18, 1995,
Please, laugh at this letter, get angry with
still concern me. On that morning, the Fo- this letter, but read this letter: Give me an
CUS food drive was bringing over 200 boxes earful, but answer me. We deserve clarifiof food to the Hough neighborhood. The cation to help us understand how to alleviProject Gold van broke down. There were ate this problem.
over 70 boxes of food in this van alone.
While we feel fortunate to use this van, the Megan Baldino
fact that the brakes don't work, the doors Co-chair, Operation FOCUS
don't stay closed and it continually stalls
creates major hassles. If it wasn't for some
Thanks for food drive success
creative genius, the food may have never
gotten to the waiting families.
On Saturday, Nov. 18, 1995, 40 JCU stuDoes the safety of students using this dents delivered over 200 boxes of food to 50
van worry anyone else? While I am thank- families of St. Agnes, Our Lady of Fatima
ful that the university supplies transporta· Parish in the Hough neighborhood This
tion, I would hate to see some of my fellow letter goes to all people who helped make
Operation FOCUS a raging success.
students get hurt or perhaps die.
Thank you first to all the students who
lt also seems odd thatstudentswhocarry
on the jesuit mission at JCU through ser- volunteered time, money and energy. Thank
vice use the most dangerous van. These you to all of the university departments
student>, who don't always work in the saf- who contributed food and money. Thank
est neighborhoods, should be entitled to you to the JCU community, who participeace of mind that they will make it home pated in FOCUS raffles, fund-raisers and
safely. I'm not saying that students who are the Adopt-A-Family program. RHA did an
associated with service projects are enti tied awesome job with dorm collections and gettosome"conversion van," but one that works ting on-campus students involved.
would be nice.
To anyone who we have left out, thank
It disturbs me that students have ac- you. We appreciate the efforts made by the
cepted the fact that a dangerous van is bet- JCU community, who made this the most

Melissa

Tllk
Edttor-in-OWf

-

---

•Views/ Letters to the editor
JCU service vans need servicing

1991 after the gulf war,~but by late April
1992, according to a CBS/New York Times
poll, his approval rating had fallen to 35
percent. A poll taken by ABC during the
Democratic convention gave Clinton 45
percent of the vote, Bush 28 percent and
Ross Perot20percent. From that point until
the election, Bush gained ground despite
press "bashing" and wound up with 37 percent of the vote to 43 percent for Clinton
and 19 percent for Perot.
There is another aspect to the tale.
Clinton's standmg with the press was not
high during the nominating season nor has
it been high since his election.The bad press
he endured early m 1992 from the womanizmg and draft-dodging issues was far
greater than anything Bush encountered
that year.The real pinup boy fort he press in
!992 was Paul Tsongas, who won journalistic hearts and minds as Bruce Babbitt had
in 1988and Morris Udall in 1976.They were
all losers. The point is that the significance
of bias is no more understood than any
other of the political processes of the 20th
century.

New year, new classes, new professors,
new features in the Carroll News. Yeah, the
Forum and Editorialsectionsof the CNhave
gotten somewhat of a makeover for the new
semester. But, what does that mean to you
as a CN reader? More opinion. and more
importantly- more voices. Look for guest
columnists from all walks of rhejCU communityon these pages in thecomingweeks
as well as the standard staff commentaries

successful food drive in history.
Megan Baldino
Bridget Meehan
Co-chairs, Operation FOCUS

Individual caution reduces risk
of crime
We were appalled by Professor Lauren
Bowen's statement, in the Nov. 30 eN, criticizing the attempt by JCU administrators
to caution students to take responsibility
for themselves and their safety. Sexual assaults, robbery, homicide, etc., are not the
fault of the victim, but we as individuals
can minimize the risk if we are alert, cautious and use good judgment.
What's wrong with experienced adults
trying to educate other adults that tragedy
can sometimes be avoided by practicing
"caution and defensive measures?" Bowen's
approach of rehabilitating men is an excellent goal, but let's be realistic. Can't we do
both?
Richard and Annette Herr
JCU Parents

Editor's Note: Due to space concerns last semester; these letters were held overfor print
in this issue.
and criticisms.
Plus, we're not ones to tout our own success, but from your perspective as a reader
it's important to know how the publication
you're currently holding compares to other
weekly college newspapers. With that in
mind, theCNhas beenawared first place in
Overall Excellence by the Society for Collegiate ]ourna lists, the oldest honorary society for student journalists in America
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Witness to Accident? Look- Seeking child care in our
ing for two Good Samaritans home for our three young
'Nho assisted after auto-pe- children one morning per
destrian accident at Okalona week. We pay well for reand Miramar on Dec. 16, sponsible, loving care.
1994. Please call Atty. Walking distance from
McCamley at 861-0022 .
Gesu/ John Carroll. Call
381-7584.
Babysitter needed (experi enced). Own transportation. Needed:
Nightime
University Heights. Call babysitter for 3-4 days a
Belinda at 291-1826.
week. Sleeping arrangements available. Ten yearBabysitter needed. Ener- old boy. Hours: 6:00 p.m.getic and playful for 3-year- 8:30 a.m. Call John at 382old. Very flexible hours and 2639 or voice mail at 485good pay. Five minutes from 6862.
John Carroll but must have
own transportation. Duties Party on the Beach-Spring
include playing, reading sto- BreaK, '96. Cancun Mexico
ries, taking mall trips and from $339.00 Panama City
going to the park in the Beach from $129.00 Inspringtime. No cleaning or cludes daily beach parties
cooking. Inquire also about and great discounts!
summer babysitting job. (800) 998- TOUR. Get a
Please call381- 6320.
group of 14 together and

s

i
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you travel free!
Anyone interested in helping to plan AIDS Awareness
Week please stop in the
Student Life office or call
397-4401.
Adorable 14-month-old boy
looking for a babysitter in
Orange Village. Part time
weekdays and some Saturday evenings. Non-smoker,
own transportation. References. Call 349-4 772.
''Don't worry, I have boxers
on," B.R. Hey, I bet you and
your stud roommate share
that line.

Do you mind if we ask you
a personal question?
Why haven't you started working for
the Carroll News yet?
Whether you are a senior or a freshman, nothing develops your resume and your skills like some practical
experience. The CN is looking for copy editors, writers
and a few Macintosh literate minds to help us be the
Society for Collegiate Journalists best weekly paper in
Overall Excellence for two years running.

CN Spring Organizational Meeting
Sal-Happy Birthday baby!
"Follow the yellow brick
road" to a birthday surprise!

Monday, January 29, 1996 at 8 p.m.
Room: T.B.A.

B.R.O.
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dobama theatre presents
1846 coventry road in cleveland heights

LNcle.tia CNiiccltia l/111a1tl /111
kacltillfiKcellellce
Ct~tlege

111 Arh and Sciences

i1ltn Carrf1lt UniumiiiJ
NOMINATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED FROM jANUARY 16 TO FEBRUARY 23, 1996, for the lucrezia
Culicchia Award for Teaching Excellence. Nominations should include a statement
and/or documentation that the nominee has made a distinct difference in the
teaching climate of the C1ltt9t f1# Arls and Seienc11 in such areas as: model
classroom teaching, campus leadership on teaching issues, pioneering teaching
methodology, creative course development and/or instructional support. The
award will be presented at the faculty meeting of the College of Arts and Sciences
during the fall term.
Nominations should include a letter of nomination; letters from at least three John
Carroll University students who have taken at least one class with the nominee;
and letters from two faculty colleagues. Also, letters of support from alumni would
be welcome. Nominations should be submitted to the Office of the Dean, College
of Arts and Sciences, no later than Friday. February 23. 1996.

Directed by Joel Hammer
NOW PLAYING
Thursday, Friday, Saturday · 8 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 28 ·7:30p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 4 & 11 - 2:30 p.m.

SUPER BOWL SUNDAY SPECIAL
Tired of greedy football owners?
Sick of the whole disgusting racket?

DON'T WATCH THE
SUPER BOWL!
Support the arts - Come see
Ml VIDA LOCA this Sunday,
Jan. 28 for the LOW, LOW,
LOW ANTI-SUPER BOWL
PRICE OF $5!
KICK-OFF TIME: 7:30P.M.
CALl

932•6838 FOR RESERVAnoNSI

e

plus:
dobama' a night
kitchen presents

the Realistic
World 2
directed by Erin Cameron
Fridays and Saturd.sys
at 11 p . m.

